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The regular

meeting

PERSONAL

of the Belfast city

Mrs.

Mayor, Aldermen and government was held Monday evening,
of the City of Belfast, I Mayor C. W. Wescott
presiding. Absent,
Alderman Hatch and
Councilman PatterP
\\, submit herewith re- shall.
Water District from I
The reports of the
p*s\.
City Marshal, Tax
January 1, 1921, in*!
Collector, and Belfast Water District, and
ice as of January 1,
information regard- the trial balance of the City Treasurer
of the plant as may be were read and placed on fild.
the citizens of the
The monthly roll of accounts was
pass*
ed

BALANCE

|fplAl.

ASSETS
$163.000 00

ten-dona

385 40

163,385 40
3,267 99
1,162 47

(

I

1,660.00
1,11410
$168,651 46

Armory.
General School Purposes.

75,000 00
90,000.00

!

„e<] that the Plant Invest$163,000 as of January
<200,000 as reported at
The Public Utilities
mu
that the $37,000 difthe purchase price of
<200,000, and which was
liability side as Reserve, be
the
rom both sides, leaving
at actual cost,

Total.$4,301 69
Frank R. Woodcock, Joseph Tyler, Orrin J. Dickey and Clarence M. Knowlton
drawn as jurors.

were

The Collector of Taxes was instructed
to proceed to collect the tax assessed
against the vessel built in the Pendleton
shipyard.
Adjourned.

RECEIPTS
*.

$23.324 79
66 05

LINCOLN N. GILKEY

$23,380

84

Belfast friends of Lincoln N. Gilkey
shocked Saturday morning to learn
that he had committed suicide Friday

\PENSES
«-D8e..l4.033 84

61

F.xnebt

""

..

were

7,881 61
236.84

22,161.29 about noon at his home in Islesboro. His
was discovered hanging in the barn
~. $1,229 55 bodyhis
daughter Gladys. His life was
1,534.56 by
i.uary 1, 1920.
extinct and there was no apparent cause
$2,764.10 for the act
although he had suffered at
Fund set aside...
1,660 00

j1

times from

u„ry

1020 was,

the effects of an accident
while working in the woods about a year
ago, when a falling limb struck him on

$1,114.10

1, 1921.
we

believe,

year for opvery severe winter of
li cost of purification

expensive

head

causing unconsciousness for
It is also thought that he
nticipated that an even had never fully recovered from the shock
lii obtain for the present of the sudden death of his eldest
daughecognized by the citihat they are obtaining ter, Mrs. Jessie Rackliffe of Belfast. Mr.
Gilkey was one of Islesboro’s most prom!
e at practically cost,
in low the rates of many
inent and popular residents, a general
ealities
favorite with young and old. At the
'fully submitted,
June primaries in 1920 he lacked only
\ c. Hopkins,
one vote of being the Republican nomiMER A. SHERMAN,
nee to represent his class in the State
1. A. PAYSON,
For years he had been tax
Legislature
District
Belfast Water
collector and notary public for Islesboro,

K

C

the

,i

some

time.

.-

had been

VtOKKILL.

a

eeently purchased

Islesboro Board of Trade and of its Improvement Society. At all times he
could be depended on to do his part in
whatever pertained to the welfare of his

aeration.
his town attended

the

reception of

and

'torn

Mr.

Several years ago he retired
from the grocery business in Dark Harbor undei the firm name of Gilkey &
home town.

at the hall at Poor’s

■day evening.

Hatch,

'ley Jackson entertainof ten recently. Such
pond “getting there.”
another of Mrs. Jackrs, such a long happy
and cake before our

and engaged in farming, conmilk route in the summer for
(the summer residents. Several years ago
built
a
he
very comfortable new house
fand his home life was unusually happy
and contented. His wife, formerly Miss
Belle Farnsworth, and their two daughters, Mrs. Harry Pendleton of Islesboro
and Miss Gladys, who lived at home; and
one
brother, Roscoe Gilkey of Brewer,
survive.
His age was about 60 years.
The bearers were Messrs. Calvin Kim
W.
E.
ball,
Hatch, W. M. Coombs and
Amasa Williams.

ducting

gelt Hayward of Waterses to express through
nks and appreciation
ihower recently receiv-

1

selectmen, was
Lodge, F. & A. M.,
Chapter, O. E. S., of the

the board of

member of Island

of Lone Star
an

Ion is atTapley’s hosu

on
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Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Lancey arrived
Saturday from Delray, Fla., where they

Mrs. Annie Weeman left for Portland

BAY COD 8c.
n

New York on business matters connected
w-ith his factory, the Bell Pants factory.
His brother, Joseph Pullman, is managing the factory at present.

2 lbs.

wit’s Pride Washing Pov der,5c *•
PERRY’S MARKET

Saturday for a six months’ vacation,
after spending about fourteen years in
Belfast, where she has been housekeeperfor Charles E. Field. Mrs. Clara E. Batcheider of Rockland, who has been the guest
several months of her daughter, Mrs.
Stephen S. L. Shute, is substituting for
Mrs. Weeman in Mr. Field’s home.

Capt. and Mrs. John E. Billings, who
recently sold their home on Elm street to
William L. Luce, left Thursday morning
for Brooklyn, N. Y., for a few weeks’
visit before going to Delhi, where Capt.
Billings will have charge of the immense
country estate of Senator Gerry of New
York. For the past year Capt. Billings
has been associated in the furniture busiH. E. Mcness with his brother-in-law,
Donald Capt. and Mrs. Billings will be
remembered
by many
very pleasantly
Belfast friends, who regretted that business

called them back to New York.

lb The Voters of Belfast
and all, both
s and
gentlemen, to go to the noils on Monday and see
'l that the
present Board of Aldermen is unanimously

appeal to every citizen of the city,

Elected.
Don’t underestimate
defeat
jjt spell
you from
D

in

one

ri VF
The News of Belfast.

Katcha-Koo
tbe production which is
March 18th afternoon and

Katcha-Koo,

There will be preaching service by Rev
Spinney lias returned
Fry!
from a business trip to Boston.
C. W. Martin at Woods’ schoolhouse,
*
W. G French of Waterville was in West Northport, Sunday afternoon at
2.30.
Belfast several days the past week.
First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Charles E. Knowlton left Tuesday on a
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister* Preaching
business trip to Boston and vicinity.
service at 10.45 a. m., sermon subject:
Will S. York has returned to Sears- "The Soul’s Wireless.” Church school at
port after a few days’ visit in Belfast.
noon
AII cordially invited to worship at
*
Colby A. Rackliffe was called to Isles- this church.
boro Saturday by the death of Lincoln N
METHODIST CHURCH. People’s MethGilkey
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
Mrs. Flora Heath has returned from pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court
St.; teleWinthrop, Mass., where she spent the phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preachwinter.
m.
12
ing, 10.45; Sunday school,
Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
J. N. Hoit of Hampden
Highlands is | Thursday, evening at 7.30.
the guest of his
daughter, Mrs. Elijah
Ritchie.
The regular services will be held at the
^Mrs. E. A. Greer of Belmont arrived
recently to visit her daughter, Mrs. Mel- Universalist church Sunday with sermon at
10.45 a. m. by Rev. William
vin Knowlton.
Vaughan. The choir will have a special
Mrs. Lilliau Kellogg has returned to musical program.
The Sunday school
Boston after a visit with her
mother, will meet at noon.
Mrs. Frank A. Riggs.
The First baptist Church. Rev.
Mrs. A. B. Wyllie has been attending
the millinery openings in Boston and lieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
j
New York the past week.
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services
of worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and
Mrs Willard A. Johnson went to Lew- 7.30. Bible school at 12 o’clock.
Chrisiston last Saturday to visit her daughter, tian Endeavor at 6.30.
Thursday at 7.30
Mrs. Alton Allen, and family.
the mid-week service. The public is
Mrs. Charles S. Bickford went to heartily invited to attend.
“The Teaching of Jesus about Man”
Portland Wednesday, called by the illwill fce the pastor’s sermon theme Sunness of her uncle, James Carle.
day evening. It is expected that at the
Mrs. Walter J. Clifford was called to morning service the
delegates from the
Woodstock, N, B., recently by the illness church to the Boys’ Conference will preand death of her
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth sent reports. The convention proved in
Murphy.
many ways to be the greatest of its kind
Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens left Monday ever held in Maine. 1516 boys were in
attendance
and the speakers and leaders
to spend a week with her mother, Mrs.
Amelia Allen, and other relatives in were of national reputation. Our boys
will have an interesting and impressive
Marlboro, Mass.
story to tell, and it is desired that the
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Holmes of Bath young people of the Sunday school be in
were in Belfast the
past week, called by attendance. The public is cordially.invited to be present. Inspiring choruses and
the death of the former’s mother, Mrs
Susan M. Holmes.
solos by the choir at both services.
Church appointments for the present
John W. Hobbs and Miss Florence
week are: the boys class business meetHolmes of Brooks were in Belfast last
ing and social at Winston
Thursday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Spring street. At the close of Stover’s,
the busiCharles A. Holmes.
ness meeting ice cream
and cake were
Hon. Arthur I. Brown returned Mon- served. Wednesday afternoon the Ladies’
day from Mechanic Falls, where he Sewing Circle will meet Mrs. William
spent several days with his son, Arthur Holt, 149 High street, for work. WednesF. Brown, and family.
day evening, at the vestry, the rehearsal
of the chorus choir, Mr.
Paquette, leader.
Mrs. Ephraim M. Davis has returned
I'm rsday at 7.30, mid-week services of
to Salem, Mass., after spending a few the church. The
orchestra will be presdays with her aunt, Mrs. Susan H. Stev- j ent. Your favorite hymns
Address,
ens, on River Avenue.
‘Real Religion,” James 1:19-27.
Friday,
Bert O. Gordon arrived recently from | meeting of the older boys in the small
Bridgeport, Conn., where he has been vestry.
March 22d, a parish supper is being
employed, and is spending a vacation at
planned for this date by the Ladies’ Cir
his home on Main street.
cie with a program that will
rally all the
Mrs. Marian Hewes is in Islesboro for forces of the church.
two weeks at the home of her sister, 1
Mrs B. E. Larrabee, while the latter is
NORTH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
visiting in Boston and vicinity.
Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
Walter
C.
Small, who is spend- High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
Capt.
ing the winter with his family in Belfast, worship at 10.45, sermon by the pastor,
went to Islesboro Saturday to remain un- Courch school at noon. Men's Forum
at 12.15. Stereopticon lecture at 7.30 p.
til after the town meeting Monday.
m.
Strangers and visitors cordially welWalter Whitehead, clerk in the Fogg
comed at all the services.
market, has been confined to his home
Last Sunday's evening lecture comfor several weeks with illness, but of late
pleted the series on “A Better America.”
has been working a part of each day.
These have been a very interesting and
Levi Rogers arrived recently from Gar- instructive series of talks, and they have
had
been
he
visiting rela- been greatly enjoyed by the people who
diner, where
tives, and was the guest of his brother, heard them. Next Sunday evening there
Jo m F. Rogers, before returning to his is to be a fine lecture on “In the Heart of
home in Searsport.
Angola,” when seventy of the finest
slides will be shown. These are ail beauMrs Herbert L. Curtis left Friday for
tifully colored, and the members of the
a visit in Jamaica Pit ins, Mass.
She acparish are urged to be present. We have
companied her daughter, Mrs. Leroy secured a number of
very interesting lecUreen and infant child, who had been in
tures for the next few week, such as
Belfast several weeks.
“Spain Beyond the Pyrenees,” “Beyond
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Ritchie returned the Rio Grande,” “Tientsin—Where East
Meets
from
where
West,” “Through Armenia and
Monday night
Lewiston,
they were guests of their son, Alphonso Kurdistan,” “In Far Shansi,” -The Black
Ritchie and his liancee, Miss Louise Tem- Man in White Man’s Africa.”
These
lectures are free to the public. A collecple, at the latter’s home
tion is taken to defray the cost of the
John Pullman arr ved recently from slides.

Mrs. George B. Salter is improving
after a short illness, which has confined
her to her home, 199 High street. She
has recently received a letter from her
son, Byron M. Salter, now in Miami,
Fla., stating that he has been obliged to
have two operations, on one his feet for
blood poisoning.

Bucket Jam

]

G.

spent the winter and are guests of their
daughter, Mrs Norman S. Donatrtie, before going to their home in Hartland.

PINEAPPLE

6 lbs. 25c

1

168 84 :
267 02
116 25 j
127 5?!
90
10 87
169 66
2 90
20 00
40125
35 65
67 06
795 15
158 72
62 50
33 17

School R .‘pairs.

787 36

!

704 70
567 98

Paupers.
Police.
Cemeteries.
Street Lights
City Building.
R. Hayford Account.
Fire Department..
City Team.

Bonds

l

Highways...iV.!!’.!!!"’.!

School Contingent.
Free Text Books.

$168,551,46
nIUTIES
v Morttraye

|

$50 00 i

Machinery and Tools.
Belfast Free Library.
State of Maine.

683.00
52 60

r

School Medical

Transportation. 3gg qq
Supt. of Schools. *]
93 76
School Charity.’
10 56
Park.20 20

CHURCHES

to be

Mr. Frank O’Leary of
Bangor, who has
conducted a number of minstrel shows in

given
evening bv the Senior class of the High
school, brings yie atmosphere of the far
East. There is something doing every
minute. Those who have seen the rehearsals declare that such a thing as a
"dull spot" is positively unknown. In
addition to the hilarious farce-comedy,
the pageantry, tableau and scenic effects
will leave nothing to be desired. And it
is also said that the costuming is really
superb.

_

tollows:

Inspection.
Contingent .'/’*.

1921

January 1,

as

THE

THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1921.

this city, was here last week for the basket ball game.
Frank I. Wilson was in Bangor seven 1
days the past week to attend the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company’s banquet and business meeting.
Clyde Orris Woods was recently elected among the

new

members of Belfast

Troop One, of the Belfast Boy Scouts,
who are making a material gain in mem-

some one

voting early

Overconfidence
of the Wards. Let nothing

opposition.

on

Monday.

L. Kent sailed March 5th from that port
largest cargo of giain ever
shipped from that vicinity.

breaking production.

with the

Margery M. Heberling of Iowa,
representing the John B. Rogers Producing Co., is coaching the cast and all the
dances. She is as charming as she is
ca pable and speaks in the highest terms
of the school’s talent and willingness to
co-operate.
Miss

which will strike

as referee
Earl White, Belfast’s amateur radio
operator, received a message Wednesday
noon that the U. S. S.
Ossipee had been
called to assist a British steamer, Wand-

has been rented to Stillman
Flood, who
will move in as soon as the parties oc-

cupying the rent

Dupee of the New England
Insurance Exchange in Boston was in

remove

to Waterville.

The Afternoon Club of Emma White

this

city

last

week, adjusting

local rates
and rating the buildings of the International Radio Telegraph Company

a

Orrin J.

j

Il"

j

County

County.

The funeral

was

held in

Salem,

fred Manchester officiating. He leaves to
their loss besides his widow, one

Austin

mourn

brother, William Davis, and a niece, Mrs.
Woodman, both of Beverly, Mass.
Interment will be in Grove Cemetery.

stability

you

chairman.

Rev. Al-

ciated with
Vaughan,

|

We pay 2%
And 4% on

nomination for Alderman in Ward 2.
A. S. HEAL.

Levi F. Howard has been confined to
his home at the corner of Bridge and
Main streets for several months with illness.

in this'

closely
good work.

Checking Accounts
Saving Accounts.
on

-3*Waldo Trust

a

my

us

who has been with

the City Drug Store several years as
clerk, will complete his duties there next
Saturday'and has accepted a position
with Thompson & Co., druggists, of
Presque Isle. Mr. Vaughan is a son of
Rev. William Vaughan of East Belfast
on

WESCOTT, Mayor

from the

of 48 to 18, with Getc hell

David R.

chord in the hearts of

a

season.

C. W.

won

the audience.

Martha

and co-operation.

The Heal team of Bangor

Amoskeags of Manchester, N. H.. at the
Armory here Tuesday evening in a score

The library of the late Charles A. PilgDickey, Agency. |
William Boudle of Lynn, Mass., has bury for many years editor of The RepubThe chorus comprises the following:
bought of Giles G. Abbott, the Chapin lican Journal, has been recently placed
Oriental
Ladies—Charlotte Knowlton, local
agent, the Ernest Harvey farm on on shelves made for the purpose in the
Lillian Davis, Mildred Heal, Hazel Nick- the Oak Hill road in
High school room. The library consists
Swanvilie, and also
of about 500 volumes and was presented
erson, Virginia Dutch, Marvel Orchard, a wood lot of Porter Webb
nearby.
Annie
to the school last summer by Mrs. PilgJennie Spear, Mona BurgeBS,
'John C. Parsons, Jr., of Boston, resiOmar and Idres Rogers.
bury and her daughter, Mrs. William F,
dent manager of the General Accident
Priests: Tolford Durham, Harold GreenSchoppe of Bozeman, Mont. Each book
Fire and Life Assurance
Company, was bears the impression of a plate
law, Ivan Havener and Ermo Scott.
engraved
a recent visitor in this
city, establishing for the
Slaves: Alfred Bruce, George Fletcher,
purpose, giving the name of the
an agency with Orrin J.
Dickey, as the former owner, etc.
Norman Woodbury and Karl Smalley.
Belfast representative.
One of the most interesting features in I
Harry B. Walton has returned from
Thursday, March 10, at 3 p. m. The
the production will be a dance by GretchWomen’s Alliance of the First Parish Waterville where he was called by a reen Fletcher.
cent accident to his mother, Mrs. Emma
will meet at the home of Mrs. Arthur
“Liberty Aflame,” the grand final, was
B Walton
She was leaving an electric
Church street, when a modern
rehearsed for the first time Saturday., Ritchie,
car near her
home when she fell and
:
play, “Standish of Standish,” will be
morning.
fractured both bones of one of her ankles.
read by Mrs. S. Augustus Parker.
The Columbia Trio, with Grace Thomp- ;
With the assistance of the conductor she
Orrin
has a crew of men
son
and Katherine Spear as
walked the few steps to her home.
Her
Columbi-j working J.on aDickey
contract for the supplying
ans, and James Morse as Uncle Sam,
son, Lucius A. Walton, with whom she
;
will lead the Sammies. This will be a of fish-weir brush for the William Un- lives, has recently mangled two of his
most impressive spectacle, as there are derwood Company of Boston for their fingers, one of which was
partially amsummer operations.
This company, one putated.
over sixty children in this group.
He had left his mother on the
of the largest fish concerns, is
Musical numbers of exceptional interhandling a car after they had been riding and went
est are “Susquehanna Sue,” with Char- yver large quantity of brush.
to a doctor to have his hand dressed.
lotte Knowlton in the title role, and the !
Mrs. wiinam A. Wood has received a
The removal of the big chestnut trees
Polo girls and boys including Agnes check of $1,000 from the firm of Leonard
on the Read lot on
Congress street w l
Chapmaa, Clara Edwards, Ruth Leman, Stevens, Bearce Company in payment of recall to many boys of older
and younger
Louise!
Susie
Helen Plaisted,
Perkins,
the insurance policy which that company years most pleasant memories of
trips in
Gray, Gladys Keene, Alyce Cramer, Ker- carries for its employes.
This was a the woods in quest of their fruit. Very
mit Nickerson, Orland Orchard, Everard maximum
amount, as Mr. Wood was one few aside from the local boys art aware
j1 Bailey. Charles Swift, Everard Roberts, of their oldest employes and it was also that there has been growing
within a
Floyd Winchester, Carioil Pottle and El- the first payment made under the arrange- short distance of the
j
city such magtuimer Ellis.
ment.
cent and lofty trees as were those on
j
Duet with Dick and Dolly, accompaMrs. Raymond R. Sherman and Mrs. “Chestnut Ridge.” These trees were on
nied by Auld Lang Syne group of Leah
Herbert H. Stevens entertained the Sat- the land recently acquired by Orrin J.
Colson, Verna Jeilison, Alice Robbins,
urday Auction Club at the home of the Dickey for the radio company from Mrs.
Margaret Eaton, Theora Gross and Mabel
former last Friday. Supper was served J. Lowe, and were planted there b Mrs.
Philbrick.
at 7 p. m. followed by the game when Lowe’s grandfather many, many
ears
Among the Carnival groups are: Jack- Mrs. Grace C.
Pillsbury won the first yeais ago. One of these trees showed a
ies—Katherine
Frost, Mildred Black, prize and Mrs. Allan M. Howes the sec- circumference at the butt of about 19
Louise Newell, Lenore Thompson, Helen
Chestnut trees in the Sta r of
ond. The guests were Mrs. Howes, Mrs. feet.
Maine are very scarce and the. e nave
Rolerson, Nellie Brewster and Vivian Maine
Hills, Mrs. Charles E. Brown and
Wentworth; Yankee Dixies—Charlotte Mrs. C. H. Stevens and Mrs. Dana B. been treasured by Mrs. Lowe. They
present a beautiful wood when w rived
Cooper, Anne Cooper, Frances Busse, Southworth.
in the mill, but the school boys have
Hildegard Rogers, Alice brown and Ruth
ruined them for lumber by the presence
We hear it is stated that the ladies of
The supper and dance given in Odd of many spikes and nails used in
we-.Ting
the Guild have never before had so many j Foster; Italians—Dorothy Clark, Dorothy
Fellows
hall
last Wednesday evening un- their way upward into the limbs in quest
lovely and useful things as they have for Spear, Fern Orchard and Vesta Higgins;
meats
which
of
the
choice
were
sc ,ensale at the great Chinatown Fair, which Dutch—Dorma Paquette, Alice Wadlin, der the auspices of the High school were
tiful.
is to be held in the Armory on Tuesday, Esther Sanderson and Doris
successful.
very
was
served
in
ChinSupper
Ryan;
March 15th.
Miss Edith M. Davidson entertained
The ladies are meeting
ese—Lucena Herrick, Gladys Achorn, the banquet hall at 6 o’clock and was
every afternoon this week to sew that ;
her pianoforte pupils at her home on
attended.
On
largely
account
of
French
the
Velma
and
Heald
DAra
Flanders;
everything may be ready when the day !
Boston Bangor basket ball game in the Grove street Saturday, March 5th. Hot
comes. On this Thursday afternoon they i —Gladys Young, Nina Townsend, Gerchocolate and wafers were serve.: after
will meet at the home of Mrs Oscar1
trude Newell, Dorothy Chamberlain, Ves- Armory their dance began about ten
Wi kins.
which the following program was reno’clock
and
continued
until
Belwith
a
one,
There will be a sociable, held in the 1 ta Clements and Margaret Trundy;
dered:
crowd
in
attendance.
McKeen’s orcheschurch parlors this, Thursday, evening gian—Ramona Leadbetter, Frances Bradat 7.30.
Pictures will be shown at 7 30, ford, Agnes Blanchard and Augusta Nick- tra played one of the best dance pro- Duet, “Sing. Sing,”
Harriet McKinnon and Marion Slack,oie
after which there will be a program when
grams.
erson.
(a) Let Us Sing a Merry Song,
the following friends have promised to
Near the latter part of the C rnival
take part: Miss Edith M. Davidson, piano
Herbert L. Curtis met with a very (b) Happy Days So Bright and Fair,
Etta Chase
solo; Mr. Bert L. Davis, song; Douglas come the Sammies and the spectacular peculiar accident about 5
p. m. Sunday (a) Little Bo-peep,
Elliott, recitation; Mrs. John R. Dunton, tableau, “Liberty Aflame.” This will j near his home on
Peirce street. He was (b) The World,
reading; E. J. Brierley, song; Mr. Leslie
of
Harriet McKinnon
C. Follett, violin solo; Mr. Harold S. be one of the most spectacular events
eating nuts, when the gold false palate
Ehrnant
Webb, piano solo; Miss Mabel Craig, the whole affair. Miss Katherine Brown which he wears attached to his false teeth (a) Merrily We Dance,
In
(b)
Pc-rter
Thoughtful Mood,
song. The members of the parish and will pose as the Statue of Liberty and detached and
in his windpipe.
lodged
Marion
Stackpole
the public are inviled to attend. Admis- will be
the
entire
Carniaccompanied by
He was taken to a local
D'Arnai
sion 10 cents.
physician Along the Way,
as an
Dorothy Thomas
and from here to Bangor by auto.
The men of the parish are urged to at- val groups and Miss Hilda Tuttle
It
With Light Hearts, op. 11, No. 2,
Porter
tend a special meeting in the church par- escort to Uncle Sammie will make her was
thought advisable not to operate in
Edna Mathews
lors next Wednesday evening at 7.30 initial bow to the public at this time.
and
he
left
Bangor
by train for Augusta The Robin’s Lullaby, op. 15, No. 12.
o’clock to consider the matter of forming
The production will be sponsored by
Krogrr.ann
Monday morning. Mr. Curtis is section
a Men’s Club and Institute for
Boy*. A the following ladies who will act as pa
Alice Wadlin
cordial invitation is also extended to any
foreman on the Belfast-Buruham branch.
P rter
No.
4,
men in the
city who are interested in tronesses: Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell, Mrs. He was met at Burnham by one of the Waltz, op. 5,
Ruth Wight
social service to meet with us.
Charles Bradbury, Miss Anne M. Kit- train men who
Ku .Ian
reported that he was Sonatina, op. 15, No. 1,
tredge, Mrs. E. E. Roderick, Mrs. Arthur standing the trip well. Relatives receivLydia Herrick
E. M. DAVIS.
Porter
Ritchie, Mrs. Marion Brown, Mrs. Ar- ed word from Augusta that the obstruc- (a) Romance, op. 21,
(b) Fairy Dance, op. 12,
Grieg
The remains of Ephraim M. Davis ar- thur E. Wilson, Mrs. George R. Doak, tion was removed at the
Augusta HosAlice Robbins
Mrs. Irvin Dinsmore, Mrs. Thomas B. pital at 5
rived from Salem,
Mass., Friday night,
p. m. Monday and that the pa- Lark’s Song, op. 39, No. 22,
accompanied by his wife. His death was Dinsmore, Mrs. I1 red G. Spinney, Mrs. tient was comfortable. He is
Tschaiskowsky
expected
Pearl Decrow
caused by pneumonia. He was born in Bert L. Davis and Mrs. Clarence M. home today or
tomorrow, if nothing new Rondo in D,
Mozart
Beverly, Mass, 68 years ago, the son of Knowlton.
e velops.
Agnes Hill
the late William ana Martha
Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell will entertain at a
Meservey
Davis. He had been in ill health for theatre party at the matinee perforabout fourteen years and was a
great suf- mance. At this time she will have as
fere. from chronic bronchitis and
asthma. her guests the girls from the Girls’
OUR PURPOSE is to render such SERVICE to the ;i
His wife, formerly Miss Laura W.
Gray Home.
of Brooksville, Me., sui vives him and has
The chaperones at the rehearsals and
farmers and merchants of Waldo i
had everything done for his
as will enable them to
health, but at the final perfotmance are: Mrs. Julia
he received no benefit, and
gradually L. Hogan, Mrs. C. W. Wescott, Mrs'
Build up their business, Build up
grew worse until the last. He was a kind Sumner C.
Pattee, Miss Margaret M.
their towns and Build up Waldo
husband and will be greatly missed. He Mitchell, Miss Rena DeBeck. Miss Muriwas a good citizen and had the
el
Mrs.
Miss
Esther
F.
Evans,
DeBeck,
respect of
all who knew him. A well known
musi- Cbas. A. Townsend, Mrs. Samuel Adams,
GROWTH and
warrants our offering
cian, for years he had played the trom- Mrs. Ruby S. Braley, Mrs. Harry A. FosYOU this SERVICE and inviting
bone in the old Salem brass band, and ter, Miss Grace E. Walton, Mrs. Arthur
afterwards in the Salem Cadet band. W. Morse and Mrs. Georgia S. Parker,
assoto become more

jjLs

p6
distance

Eugene L. Spear, Grace H. Hayes and
H. A. Howard left Wednesday noon to
attend a telephone conference in Portland.

Barker Tent, Daughters of Veterans, had
very pleasant social session followed by
a delicious picnic lunch
last Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. C. MosMr. and Mrs. P. D. H. Carter of Port- man. Covers were laid for 13, twelve
One of the features is the chorus of
voices, which will sing music especially land have been spending the past week members and a guest. There was ar* inwritten for the comedy, and also many in the city, guests of relatives. Their itiation at the regular meeting in Memofamiliar patriotic and popular songs, Miller street house has been leased by the rial Hall that evening.

|
you in Ward III that Alderman Clement is
into
moved
Ward
.^gible this year on account of having
NOTICE
III
this
and graduated from the B. H. S. in June,
spring
absolutely not so. He votes in Ward
the basket ball team
1920, and starred
He plans to complete his
last
18
this
there
I
to
wish
the
year.
notify
l
State certificate at
perfectly eligible to represent you
examination for
the next regular meeting of the board in
We need public that I withdraw" Augusta.
see to it that he is unanimously re-elected.

they tell

The Belfast City Laundry are using
only pure water and soap without chemicals. See their advt. next week.

bership.
Company K of the Third Maine In- by, stranded on Goat Island off the
Basil R. Allen, were guests Maine coast.
and
her assistants, Verna Greenlaw', fantry, Capt.
Friday evening of the new Third Maine
The Dickey-Knowlton Beal Estate
cnairman of the advertising committee;
Company in Camden. They report a very Company has rented
Bartlett Whiting of publicity; Principal
the Carter house on
pleasant visit.
Miller street to Mrs. Ida
Harry A. Foster of finance, and Harold
Marden, who is
M. L. McCorrison of this city writes already
S. Webb as property man, have left no
occupying the house.
The tenestone unturned to make this a record from St. John, N. B., that the U. S. S. A. ment in the easterly side of the house
Mrs. Georgia S. Parker, at the head of
the local committee, is working hard

OUR_

the

^F^r^

Company

*
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The Republican

cepted the decision. At the close of the
Spanish war, in 1899, the United States

Journal

took the Philippines, but did not take the
Carolines, and a little later Spain sold
them to Germany, and, when the World
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
War ended, these islands were a part of
The
]oumal Pub. Co. the possessions of Germany, which were
to be disposed of.
Yap is not important
because of its resources, but its excepA. 1. BROWN. Editor.
tional availability as a base for cable and
Advertising terms, for one square, radio service in the Pacific, iB now of
one inch length in column, 50 cents for such international importance that its
one week, and 35 cents for each subsequent
status is under discussion by the Cables
Insertion.
Conference at Washindton, by the League
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
and in the newspa12.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents of Nations in Europe
•r three months.
pers all over the United States.
!
It is said that in the early days of the
war Great Britain-agreed, in case of vicQUOTATION
tory, to support Japan's claim to all Ger“Think scrupulously and do vigorous- man Pacific islands north of the equator,
ly. Then all your world will take note and Japan agreed to support Great Britof you. Cease thinking and doing and
ain’s claim for all German Pacific islands
you put up the signs of limitation and
south of the equator. The United States
failure.’’
entered the war and made victory possiNAVAL DISARMAMENT
ble, but this did not give us any voice in
the disposal of these islands. In May,
Mr.
Daniels, when Secretary, was
1919, the supreme council of the League
strongly in favor pf the maintenance of
of Nations confirmed the agreement bea powerful navy.
{President Harding and tween Great Britain and Japan, and last
now at the head of
Mr. Denby, who
December gave Japan a mandate over
uur navy department, believe as did Mr.
Evidently Japan does not
I the Carolines.
Daniels, and a great many other well in- intend to allow the United States to conmen
agree
formed and forward looking
tinue to have a cable station at Yap. This
with them. We .sometimes feel that
is made plain by the fact that she has
these people have information, or persuggested that if want cable communihaps we. ought to 88;y, a fear, that a pow- cation with China we can lay a cable
erful navy may bfc very much needed
from Shanghai to Guam, a distance of
The Journal menwithin a few yean}.
some 1,500 miles. Guam iB one of a group
tioned several weeks ago that the United of islands about 600 miles north of Yap,

Belfast,

Thursday, March 10, 1921
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“How’s the cake coming?”

body’s
Sold

interested. You want to know
that it’s coming right and you test it
time and again. That’s the way we
make sure of

Dwight P. Palmer-Owen Brothers

’roSMBREAKFASTJ

WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR
We test it at every stage of its
several times an hour.

ijs

States had a very extensive continental
mast line to protect, and the present
contention about Yap reminds us quite

Every-

We make absolutely certain of its uniform
quality and purity.

Meaty—Especially Tasty—SUPERB
Direct from Nature SUPERBA Beans are especially
selected and screened. Our Standard of Quality is so
high you are absolutely sure to like this delicious

Because

food product.

your neighborhood dealer.
TOMLINSON CO., Distributor*
Portland, Maine.

forcibly that we have numerous insular for trans-Pacific steamers. We bought
Hawaii
^holdings and responsibilities.
Guam of Spain in 1898, and about the
and the Philippines jare the most imporsame time Germany bought all the other APPEAL
TO ORGANIZED LABOR
tant, but we have (tuam and more than islands in the group and these were given
OF THE WORLD
Pacifin
the
scattered
other
islands
fifty
to Japan in accordance with the above
ic Ocean, outposts of various transportaOrganized labor throughout the world,
mentioned British-Jap agreement. The
tion lines, useful and necessary as coalin the United States, is urged
United States asks that she may have especially
to raise its voice in protest against the
Perng stations and piyrts of refuge.
such international rights in Yap as is ac- “ruthless persecution and slaughter of
haps Tutuila is the most important of
corded to other nations As long ago as labor unionists” in Soviet Russia, in an
It is 4,160 miles from San Franthese.
at Washington by the
August, 1919, President Wilson assured appeal issued
cisco, 2,263 miles from Hawaii, 1,580 the Senate committee on foreign rela- American Federation of Labor.
“Let the Soviet savages know what
jniies from Auckland, 2,350 miles from
tions that the claim of this country as to labor of the civilized world thinks of
Sydney and 4,200 mites from Manila. It
the
Allies
in
tneir bestial system,” the appeal deYap had been conceded by
has a population of about 7,000. Its im“Let every labor organization in
the peace conference and we believe clared.
portance is due to the fact that nowhere that Mr. Wilson told the truth, but it the country respond.”
aeciarea
me ieaeration s statement
n the Pacific has there been found a het! now app ars that the minutes relating to that after “tricking” labor into supporter island harbor fori safety and protec| the island of Yap were not written into ing the Soviet regime, Trotzky and LenIt is a harbor which will hold the
tion.
Our ine, its leaders, began “carrying out their
j the records of the peace conference.
threats of extermination of the leaders
entire navy of the Ulited Slates and the
Secretary of State, Mr. Colby, has made of labor an peasant parties and also of
■entrance is such as \\ ill admit only two a courteous but vigorous presentation of
so-called ‘hostages.’
yessels at 3 time. Its coaling station is what this country considers to be interThe offense of the labor unionists was
cannot
it
that
bluffs
high
by
so protected
“They are
national equity and fair dealing in this very clear,” said the appeal.
fundamentally opposed to the so called
be reached by shells from theopen ocean. matter.
have
and
large
England
Japan
government set up by Lenine and his
Wake is another of our small but impor- interests on the other shore of the Pacific
handful of associate dictators. As far as
dnect
the
on
is
situated
and
tant islands
is possible under that ruthless tyranny
ocean and these two nations are virtually
steamship route from .ti e United States, in control of the supieme council of the organized labor of Russia is everywhere
The organized
in a state ot full revolt.
via Hawaii, to Hong Kong, about 2,000 League of Nations. We
fear, therefore, workers are doing what they can to
miles from the former and about 3,000 that Mr.
be
like
the
will
note
Colby’s
reach the hearts and minds of the laborfrom the latter. The above figures give
ing humanity :n all countries, but they
good seed which fell by the wayside.
and
needs
of
the
view
are working against overwhelming diffias an enlarged
culties—refusal of the bread card, which
responsibilities which must be recognized
It is well known that the Krupps is a means immediate starvation for their
maintain our
and assumed if we are to
German corporation. It is noted as hav- families, the firing squad, death by torcommera
great
It is difficult for them
dignity and prestige as
ing been the largest concern in the world ture in prisons.
even to speak and a decree especially forcial nation, and as a world power.
whose output is ship machinery, locome yuubidding speeches at labor union meetings
The conviction is growing in
motor engines of all
kinds, has been issued
for the motives,
lie mind that it is not prudent
armor plates, and especially cannon and
the appeal cites at lengtn a list ot
until
United States to reduce its navy
almost everything else needed for military charges against the soviet regime, deto do
claring that it has established a s.stem of
England and Japan agree and begin
use in actual warfare.
The peace treaty
to these
slavery,” made long hours and Sunday
:he same. It has been suggested
put Krupps out of business in Germany as work compulsory, and has forbidden
disarmament con
powers that a naval
strikes.
and manufacturers of anything used for ofrepresentatives
‘‘There has probably never been in
ference between their
fensive pur oses on shipboard or on land.
an
make
to
modern times or in any country,” the
be held in’this country
surs
It is currently reported that this concern statement
to
concludes, “a more ruthless
agreement for mutual disarmament
has secured extensive concessions of ore persecution and slaughter ot labor unionWhether anyprescribed limitations.
ists
than
that
which is now taking place
lands in Chile and intend to build a large
conference
in what the Norwegian labor party calls
thing will result from this
done
we fear the
there.
If
is
plant
this
We hope that at
‘baibarous Soviet Russia.’ Things have
time alone will show.
time will come when all South America gone so far that M.
conMerrheim, secretary
least it will be agreed that no new
will regret that the Krupps were allowed of the largest French labor union (the
class
first
and
of
battleships
struction
M tal Workers) although an ultra-pacito get a foothold on their territory.
the neai
fist and revolutionary syndicalist himself,
cruisers will be undertaken in
has issued an appeal to organized labor
future. The navies of fifty years ago
of the world, to raise its voice in protest.
Cliilaren
would be useless today and it is probable
This appeal deserves a response in every
of
that in ten years trom now the navies
FGS FLETCHER’S
country of the world and especially the
use for
United States.”
today will have become of little
O
R
I
A
CAST
offensive or defensive warfare. Naval
be
NOI A LAND OF DEMOCRACY.
battles in the future are not likely to
rifled
from
of
projectile
wen
by weight

have thus made
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You will find that William Tell will give
a delicious flavor and a uniform
goodness

Buy of
MILLIKEN

we

quality of the flour, you can
the quality of your baking.

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE

and more than 5,000 miles from San FranWe have a naval station and a
cisco.
cable station there and it is a port of call

making—

to all your

baking.

Don't take chances

ATLAS

grocer, William

on

Tell,

your

and be

flour.

Tell your

sure.

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

..

of London,
Assets

armored ships. Submarines, airand
seaplanes will probably be the
planes
dec iding factors in naval conflicts. It
is
now an open question whether even
on

Agents’

best battleships can withstand the
our
destructive power of bombs dropped from
airplanes. An effort is to be made to
settle this question next summer by ex- I
;
periments upon surrendered German war

j

If these vessels are destroyed, I
naval problems will confront the

vessels.
new

nations of the world.

YAPThe Caroline islands are situated in the
jpa cific ocean about 1,000 miles east from

Philippines about 1,500 miles in a
southerly direction from Japan. They
are about 600 miles north <jf the equator
the

and

some

islands.

3,000
There

miles from the Sandwich
are

nearly 500 islands in

the group, most of them small. The popolalion of the Carolines is not definitely
but is said to be about 30,000,
mostly Malays, Chinese and Japanese.
Yap is one of the most important islands
of the group, has an area a little larger

in own,

than that of Waldo county and is said
ha ve a population of about 7,000.

tc

For considerably more than 300 years
the Philippines and the Caroline islands

acknowledged to be the property of
Spain, by all the nations ofjthe world. In
J885, Germany tried to grab the Carolines
and hoisted her flag on Yap. Arbitration followed, the Pope being arbitrator,
and he decided that the Carolines belonged to Spain by right of discovery and
possession. England and Germany acwere

Gross

< a

dose

remedy

for

better, purer,
potent
indigestion, biliousness, constipation, impovera

more

ished blood than this “L. I.” Atwood Medicine. Yet a 50
cent bottle contains nearly sixty doses
enough to overcome the most stubborn cases when directions as to
eating
and exercise are carefully followed. It is the family

00
69
00

Gross Assets.$4 284.f 615 2
5 385 71
Deduct items not admitted.

—

sician for the entire household

phy-

children and grown-ups. It
cold, thus preventing serious

—

quickly helps to break up a
j Headache, dizziness, bad breath and languor
banished -with a few doses. Buy of your dealer.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.
sickness,

are

Admitted Assets.$4,279; 175 81
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses .$ 409.399
Unearned Premiums. 1,865,717
85.632
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capi al.
1,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities...*. 918,626

55
16
28

00
82

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$4,279,176 81

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast
8w9

Assets.86,908

Horse!

486 42

625,355 33

80
98

Total Liabilities and Surplus. ...$5,283,141
8w9

09

A New Lot

If-your feet get tired from constant walking
or
standing-SO-E-ZIE Scientific Kealfcn
Shoes-wilt give you instant relief. Require

99
10
32

Canadian
Chik

breaking in, are soft and pliable on the
feet,”fit snug at heel and over instep.
Plenty of room for the toes—they preno

vent and remedy weak and broken down
arches and flat foot. At our stores or by mail.
uen

U, S. Bianch North British & Mercantile
Ltd., London and Edinburgh, Kingdom

who

31, 1920

Stocks and Bonds ..$10,598,669 37
Casn in Office and Bank.
811,572 4g
1,703,692 34
Agents’ Balances...
129,192 34
Interest and Kents.
All other Assets.
57,778 30

Gross Assets...$13,300,904 7b
b78,613 51
Deduct items not admitted

just arrived. The;

—very

Mail This Coupon Today with check
O. Money Order.
We ship them
or P.
the day this arrives.
Postage, including
insurance. 10c extra.

neat

m

sound and che-■
and see them.

Made cf fine viol kid or velour j
calf
leathers—two
full
soles— jj
Goodyear well—fine workmanship

may
have.

Admitted Assets.$12,422,291 27
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.
.$ 1,014,123 85
Unearned Premiums
7,210,379 82
All other Liabilities.
393 lc9 00
Cash Capital
400,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 3 404,5tt» 60

%xMOW~

have

foot
troubles
should try these
Arch
Support
Wo beShoes.
lieve that-their
scientific
construction, the
wonderful arch
Imthe
device,
insole,
proved
t h e
extended
heel, should all
help to relieve
you of any foot
trouble that you

of Great Britain.
Assets December

MEN TAKE NOTICE

SHT

Net Unpaid Losses ..$ 360,035
Unearned Premiums
3,306 490
All other Liabilities.
153,69
0
Cash Capital.
all
Liabilities.
over
1,472,922
Surplus

‘looking.

Send my pair today.
I send.
Since ] am buying these on approval,
my money back at once If I want it.
I
risk nothing.

SLATER’S, 366 Washington St. NAME. Size.
Boston 9, Mass. ADDRESS.
Oept. IS

SPRING S'1

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$12,422,291 27

James

Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

;

3*9

Dec. 31, 1920
Real Estate. .$
Loans.
Mortgage
Collateral Loans.

when you

Nil
Nil

15.688,828 28

Agents’Balances.
Bills Receivable..

1,563,482 25

1,168,851

50 95
05

191,747 13

Made right and
—in Belfast,
supply from

Gross Assets.$18,822,884 77
Deduct items not ad.mitted. 1.778,234 89

Assets.$17,044,649

88

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Ur paid Losses.$ 1,389.475 36
Unearned Premiums. 8,081,898 22
All other Liabilities
549,( 77 11
Cash C pital..
2,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5,024,199 19

HALL & W
BELFAST, MAIM

....

Liabilities and Surplus....$17,044,649 88

Wm. L. Luce, Agent, Belfast, Me

Nlafiara Fire Insurance

3w9

Assets December
i Real estate..
Mortgage loans....

Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance
Company, Springfield, Mass.

J
I

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

$ Unicorn
"You

3w9

w

an

Company
Francisco, California.

Mortgage^Loans.

Collateral Loans.

Bonds.
Stocks an
Cash in Office and Bank.
ts*
Balance.*.
Agei
Bill receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

234,233

30
0 00

Gross Assets .$25,429,118 06
Deduct items not admitted. 1,190.497 27

%
Jp

W

'■m

£
mb

Total Liabilities and Surplus...$24,288,620 79

James

Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.
8w9

man, but you can’t fool

his cow’’
Unicorn worth to this man?

d

•

HALL & WILKINS
^b

4k

4k

4k

4k

4k

4k

4k

^k

4k

vG
•

Jfc

jgl
•

*|

1

S1

^k

4k

4k

4k

4k

Desirable property situated in Appleton
village. Two tenement bouse, each part
supplied with spring water. Stable and
orchard. Formerly George Page home-

Qf ALL KINDS AT

stead.

For

particulars,

391

MRS. G. P. RIPLEY,
Washington St, Bath, Maine

All other liabilities_
Cash capital.
Surplus over liabilities

liabilities aud surplus
James Pattee & Son

Total

304

3*8

Agricultural

Insuran*'
v

Watertown,

&

Thomas Roy Brooks, Jel Air, Maryland—12 Jersey cows, 1401 milk
check for April. Unicorn was their entire grain ration. Each pound fed
them produced four pounds of milk.
The reason dairymen continue to use UNICORN is because thry get
enough more milk and enough more profit out of it to make it worth while.
Order your UNICORN and watch the increased production in your
herd.

mb

%

Boat Building

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

•••

a

£

For Sale

Admitted Assets.,..$24,238,620 79
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 3,224.469 38
Unearned Premiums. 12,359.876 26
462 200 00
All °ther Liabilities.
8,050,00006
Cash capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5.192,075 16

What is

m

fool

Dairy Ration

»

t9

633,040 62
2 232,423 33
255,661 49
14,136,126 86
3,489,324 90
4, (07.712 82
341,602 84

can

jR
•

Assets December 31, 1920
Real estate.$

^

i->oft

Admitted assets.
Liabilities Decern I
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums

Total Liabilities and Surplus ...$20 374,875 11

Firemen’s Fund Insurance

3

Gro«s asspts.
Deduct items not admitte

11
96
47
00
00
68

Collateral loans.

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Gross Assets.$20,374,87511
Deduct items not admitted.
0 00
Admitted Assets.$20 374,875
Liabilities Dec 31, 19c0
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 1.732.795
Unearned Premiums. 11,368,061
Ali other Liabilities.
740,000
Cash Capital. 2 500 000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 4,033.417

:?«

Stocks and bor ds.
| Cash in office and bank
j Agents’ balances.
J Bills receivable.

Dec. 31, 1920
Real Estate.. $ 336,000 00
Loans
Mortgage
2,600,770 00
Collateral oans
None
Stocks and Bonds... $2,154 014 00
Cash in Office and Bank. 2.724 400 79
Agents’ Balances
2,182;878 25
Bills Receivable.
Nene
Interest and Rents.
170,627 85
All other Assets
207,184 22
Assets

i

■

use

E FRANK OE'S
FERTILIZE 's

li

149,930

Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

1

I

■

60.000 00

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.

Total

good

use

industry; you
velop your own

Assets

Admitted

you

you patr<

Queen Insurance Company of America
84 William Street, New York City.

..

And you cannot find anywhere

40
0 00

61,693 13
13,878 12

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

<

60
92
41

1,191,726

..

Admitted Assets. .$5,283,141 09

$25,

00
00
00

...

Deduct items not admi.ted.

just

Real Estate...$
0
0
Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
0
Stocxs and Bonds (Actual Market
Value Dec 31, 1920). 3,0J2,034
Cash in Office and Bank..
423, 87
gents’ balances. r.. 836,971
Bills Receivable
0
Interest and Rents.
13,417
All other Assets
0

Balance

Bill Receivable..
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

Amber
Necklaces

An eminent Englishman, upon his return to London, after an extended visit
to the United States, recently said:
“I once believed that America was the
Here we
land of democracy. It is not.
live with a kind of hereditary republic.
Americans lice under a kind of alternatWe have
received from
ing autocracy. The will of the people
China three long strings of
prevails in England, but in America the
chief decision is founded on the thoughts
fine Amber beads. Prices
of people who lived 140 years ago. Fur$40 and $200. Call and
ther, there is much more freedom of
see
them
at the Journal office
speech in Great Britain than in the UnitAMY L, WILSON,
ed States. The reason, it seems to me, is
because there were so many aliens in
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.
America who had not assimilated Amercan ideas; they are generally the leaders
in revolutionary movements, and the settled American, loving the country, is not National Liberty Insurance Company of
going to have it upset by aliens, who, if
America.
they do not like the land, better get out.
Assets December 31, 1920
“Do the Americans like the English?
ft 00
Why should Real Estate.
Generally speaking, no.
they? Comparatively few are of direct Mortgage Loans...$ 1,383.600 00
0 00
Collateral
Loans.
has
British descent; the German element
Stoc s and bonds. 7,906.759 50
no reason to like us and the Irish have
Casn in Office and Bank.
915,428 43
their own reason to dislike us. Some of Aden’s’
Balance..,. 1,697 846 18
the undercurrent of dislike is due to our Bills Receivable..
0 00
mannerisms which are accidental and to Interest and Rents.
90.770 36
All other assets.
our supposed aloofness, which is really
126,761 17
shyness. In the moBt cultured class I
Gross Assets.$12,121.155 63
found a good appreciation of the English
50 126 19
Deduct items not admitte.d.
but the explanation of the attitude of the |
masses is
to be found in their school
Admitted Assets. $12,071,029 44
books, the alteration of which would
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
show a real friendship toward England.
Net
Losses. .$
684,386 58
Unpaid
the
our
things
“But,despite
differences,
of which both peoples are most proud are Unearned Premiums.. 6.62:>,685 44
25f .000 00
AH other Liabilities.
drawn fTom a common source and these
oash Capital
1,000.000 00
are the things we must do our best to culSurplus over all Liabilities. 3,^06.967 42
tivate. The world is in a perilous condition today, and I believe it would go
Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$12,071 029 44
down in chaos unless these two great peo- Orrin
J. Dickey, Insurance and Neal Estate,
ples are able to work together, not only
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.
for themselves but for the welfare of the
3*10
world. America and England would be
a
crime
against
posterity,
if,
committing
American Eagle Fire Insurance Company
today, because of any limitation of vis80 Maiden Lane, New York
ion, they allow any serious misunderstanding to grow up between them.”
Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Dec. 31, 1920

0 0
Real Estate..$
20,000 00
Mortgage Loans.
0 00
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds. 4,506,836 80
124,362 97
Cash in Office and Bank.

Ury

guns

England.

Assets

December

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
C 11 teral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances..
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

^4

.7614
Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted assets.

Liabilities December
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.

Cash capital....

Surplus

over

ail liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus.

F.AJoost’s Boat Shop

James Pattee &

fcon,

Agent-

3*8

■

write

737 Main St.,. ROCK LAND, MAINE.
,

Tel. No. 233M

''

Genuine Shaw Knit sliK
W
$1 per pair at Bert L.

AN

Cryfo^letcher^1

fChildren

^e

Emd You Have Always Bought, and which has been
over
thirty years, has borne the signature of
ja use for
—* and has been
made under his
^
personal supervision since its
infancy.
cuc#4t(i Allow no one to deceive
you in this.
“
counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-*good ” are but
that
its
trifle with and endanger the health of
iv
i ;nits and Children—Experience against
Exneriment.

;r

rious

Castor Oil, Paregoric,
Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
its guarantee. For more than thirty
years it has
nstant use for the relief of
Constipation,
a

Flatulency,

and

Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
nation of Food; giving
t
healthy and natural sleep.
The iuldren’s Comfort—The Mother’s Friend.
jlic

CASTORIA

genuine

Bears thd

Signature

of

in Use

For Over 30 Years
You Have

Always Bought

Weekly.

SUM WARY

! SS

reviously noted in

;

.r

WHEN SHE GOES MOTORING

A Catechism of the Constitution ot the United States.

accentuation of the

j11

bjii

*

What will she

A. To the president, his election, terra
of office and duties.
Q. How long is the presidential term?
A
Four years. The vice-president is
elected for the same period.
Q. Is the president elected by the people? A. Not directly. Votes are cast
for presidential electors, whose number
is equal to the total number of senators
and representatives in Congress.
How are electors selected?
Q
I A. In such manner as the legislature
«f the State may direct.
Q. What are the restrictions concerning electors?
A' No senator or representative or
person holding an office of trust or profit
un !er the United States can be an elector.
How do electors choose a president
Q
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vice-president?

Q
They meet in their respective
States and cast their votes for the candidates. Their certificates are sent to the
tresident of the Senate who, in the presence of the Senate and the House of Representatives, opens the certificates and
the votes are counted. Candidates must
have a majority of the electoral votes to
be elected.
Q. What happens if no candidate receives a majority of the votes?
A. In that case the House of Representatives proceeds to ballot for president, the representation from each State
being entitled to one vole.
Q
Why do the presidential electors
meet on the same day in all States?
A.
Because the Constitution so directs.
What are the qualifications for the
Q

this country for fourteen vears.
Q. What oath does the president take?
A. His oath is in these words: “1 do
solemnly swear <or affirm), that I will
faithfully execute the duties of President
of the United States, and will, to the
best of my ability, preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution of the United
States.”
Q. What are the principal duties of
the president as specified by the Constitution?
A. He is the commander-in chief of
thh army rnd navy.
With the advice
and consent of the Senate he appoints
ambassadors, consuls, judges and other
federal officers, and he grants reprieves
and pardons for offences against the
United States, except in cases of impeachment. He can convene Congress
in extraordinary session and is directed
to give Congress from time to time information on the state of the union. He
is also given power to make treaties, “by
and with Ihe advice and consent of the
Senate,” provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur.
Q. Can the president he removed from
oflice. A. Yes, if he is impeached and
convicted of treason, bribery or other
high crimes and misdemeanors.
Governor’s Ball not to be Held this Year.
There will be no Governor’s ball in the
Capital city this winter. This has been
definitely decided upon by the committee.
While many regret the elimination of
this great social function, to which hundreds have looked forward with eagerness every two years, there is a general
feeling that, owing to the death of Gov.
Parkhurst it would not be fitting to carry out the program.

Hose—Two Pair

0(>at Bert L. Davis’,

I

au-

wraps.

A hat that will stay on—that is the
plea she makes when she is selecting one
for motoring.
Half the joy of the road
and the scenery is taken away if she has
to hold onto her hat and worry and wonder how much logger she can stand it
with tier arm raised so tiringly in the air.
And one that doesn’t need hatpins is an
Close fitting hats,
addition to the plea.
made of pliable straw, that will jam down
onto the head and still give the hair
plenty of room in the cro-vn are a boon
to her, when she goes automobiling.
Where she is going and in what kind of
a
car she travels has everything to do
with what she will wear

presidency?
A
A president must have been born
in the United States, must be at least
thirty-five years of age, and a resident of

years

imlroad from Belfast

led.

and

when she goes

The reason for the ride will govern
this. And of course she wants to wear
the correct thing. She is sure to feel uncomfortable if she feels that she is not
wearing the correct thing.
A long trip over hot and dusty country
roads, through unfamiliar territory where
one is uncertain as to accommodations, a
long, linen duster, is what she should
wear.
The duster is built on comfortable
lines and so will not crush the summer
The collar fitlinery which it conceals.
ting closely around the neck keeps out
the dust and grim of the travel. The
sleeves also fit snugly, being neatly in
place with elastic hands. The coat is
plenty long, so that her skirts will be
well covered, protected from grease and
from dusty roads.
Then when the destination is reached, it means just taking off
her duster and beneath, lo, she is clean
and well groomed.
Veils, thin, but of
close texture which are of euougn length
to wind about the hat, around the neck
and across the face, if desired, are old
standbys for dusty automobiling.
But again, if the journey is to lead over
well oiled macadam roads, where dust is
unknown, then she c n wear her prettiest and feel that the dangers for soiling
are lessened.
The bright colored sweaters and the jersey capes which promise
to be so popular, this coming summer,
are the best ever for motoring.
They do
not wrinkle and assume untidiness due to
long sitting. And then, again, a sweater
is so much easier to cleanse, than cloth

j

**

wear

tomobiling?

re-

is to be observed,
and related trades, if Contributed by The United Americans of
; !ther better reports
the State of Maine, Casco Bank Building
on the other hand,
Portland, Maine.
nned the constructive
and steel, coal, lum(Published by arrangement with The
Natioual Security League.)
kling materials, conjbie advices
Despite
LESSON 8.
real winter weather,
lo what does the second article of
V
but
nevertheless
nous,
textiles continues to the Constitution refer?
lies

IB,

Kansas

]

j

j

There is more catarrh in this section of
the country than all other diseases put
together, and for years it was supposed
to be incurable. Doctors prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it
incurable. Catarrh is a local disease,

greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requiring constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional remedy, is taken internally and acts thru the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the SysOne Hundred Dollars reward is offered for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
Send for circuMedicine fails to cure
lars and testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills tor constipation.

tem.

Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

Three Fair

the American
chairman of

as

state

their

Ameri-

canization committee John R. Floyd
of Arkansas City,
insurand third
vice president of
the United States
Junior Chamber of
a

prominent

ance man

Commerce.
Mr. Floyd
commissioned

was
a

first lieutenant at
tlie second officers'
training camp at
He served at Camp
Fort Sheridan.
Grant, 111., Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
and Camp Dodge, la., with the Eightysixth division and at various times as
insurance, signal, ordnance and athletic officer and as judge advocate.

Seven times in the past three months we
have told you what the
Grange has done and will continue to do for you. Seven times
we have shown that the
is a
way of the
that

Grange
will
way
you. We might go on advertising
indefinitely the manifold
benefits it offers you. But it seems
unnecessary. So we make this
the last of the series
telling of two tested ways by which you may
keep in touch with progress made through farmers’
organizations—
by pulling together with the Grange and
for
help

In 1913, Mr. Floyd was appointed
district manager for a well known insurance company with headquarters
at Arkansas City and in the year following ills discharge from the service
wrote the largest number of applications ever written in his state In one
year for his company, and ranked
He has
fifth In the United States.
served In various offices in Arkansas

City post and
of the Legion

by subscribing

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

member at large
state executive commitas

a

Like the Grange, this big, National
Farm Weekly will give you service

tee.

out of all proportion to its low cost.
Each week it demonstrates the tested

WHEN TO WEAR THE UNIFORM
Former Service Men Inclined to
Too Modest in Appearing in

methods of successful farmers. It
comments in unmistakable terms on
what happens in the dark between

Be

Army Togs.

!

producer and consumer; and points
clearly to the benefits derived from
turning on the light. It stands four
square behind every farmers’ organization that operates for
agricultural
welfare. Its Washington representa-

Former service men are too modest
appear In uniform on special occasions, according to a letter from a
member of the American Legion.
The letter follows:

to

“Armistice day brought with It some
revelations of viewpoint on the
wearing of the uniform at ceremonies
and celebrations, and. Inasmuch as In
the future we must confront the problem time after time, I believe the
question should be settled now, one
way or the other. I am neutral on the
subject and am willing to do as the
‘bunch’ does.
new

tive

“1 am sure there is not an ex-officer
in the Legion who would not willingly
discard his insignia if it operated as a
harrier to harmony. But let's have a
standard rule—either civvies or uniforms."

PUT ON PAYING POST SHOW
Fred

W. Dralle, Casper, Wyo., Successfully Served as General Manager of "Stampede.”

Fred W. Pralle of Casper, Wvo.,
chairman of t lie state executive comor

mince

post

gion.
m

of

“Stampede” which
cost
$20,000 to
stage and which
added $3,000 to
lhe post treasury.
Mr. Dralle taught
school at Butte,
Mont., and later was superintendent of
schools at Roundup, Mont. He served
for a term as clerk and recorder of
Musselshell county, Mont., and is now
an officer in the Standard
Refinery of

T^rcr-n^T1^

was 36 years old when
the United States entered the war, Mr.
Dralle enlisted in the Central Machine
Gun Officers’ Training school and was
stationed at Camp Hancock, Ga.

VERY FEW WILL BE DROPPED
Legionnaires Are Rushing to Pay 1921
Post Dues; Many New Members
Being Added.
The 10,000 post adjutants of the
American Legion, according to reports
reaching national headquarters from
all over the country, are finding themselves now in the busiest weeks of the
years as regards work.
The rush of Legionnaires to get in
their 1921 post dues within the time
limit set, with tlie penalty of being
dropped from membership, if delinquent after that date, piled necessary
clerical and other detail work onto
tlie shoulders of post adjutants in an
unprecedented manner.
To judge by the returns thus far
available, the list of men to be dropped
from membership for non-payment of
their 1921 post dues within the specified time will be only a small fraction
of tlie Legion and will lie more than
offset by the thousands of new members already obtained in the membership drives of various departments.

HOOPING COUGH
run

its course—

there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the

r

i.

^

f

lad to

j

trim appearance make The CounTRY Gentleman worth many times
the one lone dollar it costs you for 52

issues.

If you’ve passed by the first
coupons we’ve printed, below
is one more
and the last. Send it
to our secretary, with $1.00
today.

seven

—

Brooks’,

MafneD

N°-3’ M3ine'

s?e the GranEc br’!nS pushed with good advertising. And here’s

dollar for

my

(My Name)__
(My Addrtss)_

_

(Town)-_-(State)____

Notary

Public.

Assistance in Income
Tax Reports
BLANKS

FURNISHED.

I

HAND PAINTED

PLACE CARDS

How much Footwear

DIRECT FROM CHINA
and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Isn’t it the -wear in footwear
that interests you ?
know when

OR SALE
Lowlier ice

second hand

coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely

a

rubber looks

YOU
it fits well. What you

good and

want to

you know when

know is, will it fall apart

like many a political argument, or will it stand by you like
an old friend. You can buy White Rock Rubbers on the
basis that the name "H60D* is your guarantee for the deliveryof more than satisfactory service underail conditions.
W'hite Rock Rubbers “wear”.
Buy them by name.

farla

and kitchen stoves,
J. ALSUA McKEEA.

aAsk any dealer

SINCE 1882

or

write

us.

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

MASSACHUSETTS

WATERTOWN

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker
Fitchburg

Mutual Fire Insurance

Fitchburg,
Assets

Gross

a pair of
black Red Tread Boots
and you win his heart at
once They are the boy s
boot. Exmost

Company,

Mass.

popular

assets.$643,384

Deduct items not admitted, book
market value stocks and bonds

Do you remember the
old black pure gum boots
which were still good
after
and
of
,
?
k
Rcd
o
•
80015
"d
aLre w,1>onl>’ 'he
hoots wh,ch
«m«
And this
dearly shows the value
of the patented Hood
Pressure Procese
Red Boots
wear_^^^___
long and look
well

tremely practical in construct,on, durable and
economical The strip of
extra quality red rubber
across the ball of rhefoot,
where the most wear
comes,serves as a mark
of identification
Look for the
name -HOOfr

December 31, 1920.

Real estate.$ 54,0C0
Stocks and bonds. 378.232
Cash in office and bank. 54^739
Agents’ balance. 66,012
Interest and rents.
4,904
Reinsurance due on losses...
1,495

over

Show any boy

00
25
09
68

77
63
42

10,714 65

1the

R! D

BOYS' RED TREAD BOOT

Admitted assets.$632,669 87
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid lessee.$ 32 912 43 Indiana Lumbermen’s
Mutual Insurance
Unearned premiums... 329*170 80
Co., indiananclls, Indiana
All other liabilities.
16,637.87
Surplus over all liabilities. 154,048"*<7
Assets Deeeinber 81, 1920.
55 000 00
Total liabilities and surplus.$532,669 87 Real estate.. ...$
Mortgage loans. 461.400 00
3w9
Collateral loans.
8 OUO 00 |
and bonds.
821.300 00
Massachusetts Fire & Marine Ins. Co, Stocks
Cash in office and bank.
51,60 ) 00 !
Agents’balance.
39 059 05,
Boston, Mass.
Interest and rents.
15 646 54 i
Assets December 31, 1920.
„
Real estate. $
Cross assets.$1 452,00:, 59
0 00
Mortgage loans.
0 00 Deduct items not admitted.
55 868 00*
Collateral loans.
0 00
-i
Stocks and bonds.
Admitted assets. $1395 137 50'
98
1,071,371
Cash in office and.bank.
f
........
,,
117*699 73
Liabilities
December31. 1920.
Agents’ balances. 121,947 61
Net unpaid looses.$
Bills receivable.
24,034 00
o 00
Unearned premiums....
Interest and rents.
439.843 85
8 386 74
All other liabilities..
All other assets.
20.210 59
14*809 18
Surplus over all liabilities. 911,049 15 1
Cross assets.$1,334,116 14
-!
Total liabi ities and surplus.$1,395.137 59;
Deduct items not admitted.
139,656 71
-—

|

—

■

|

m

at bedtime.

to you every Thurs-

comes

day through its pages. Its editorials,
its humor, its Brighten the Corner”
pages; its “Handy Farm Mechanics”
Department, its cheery covers and

Sft^*SE3B8S&ir-“w"k!y'°"v"dmy“d"“°*

Casper.
Although he

must

activities

aUABoKM"*

general

mincer

new or

News of notable Grange
of cooperation among
farmers and of all vital agricultural

achievement,

Waldo County Pomona
Grange No. 12

home-town
of t lie Leas

you in touch with

business.

the

American Legion,
national
gained
for
recognition
liis

keeps

proposed laws and their effect on your

“Since their discharge the majority
of both officers and enlisted men have
shown more than a little hesitancy in
putting the uniform back on for special
occasions. The true spirit of the Legion is not manifest in any parade
when the majority of the men appear
in civilian clothes and a handful march
in uniform. On such occasions the uniformed man is in an embarrassing position, and he vows: ‘Never again!’ I
think modesty is responsible for most
men's preference for ‘civvies' on formal
occasions, but I know that some argue
that they do not want to be in uniform
with a bunch of men wearing officers’
uniforms and insignia.

WOULD NOT Bfc COERCED
One of the closing acts of President
Wilson’s administration which reflects
special credit upon/him is his refusal to
be coerced by the railroad unions into
vetoing the Winslow bill permitting partial payments to the railroads of the
money due them under the guaranty provisions of the Transportation Act.
The bill had but just passed the fi»a!
stage in the Senate when the heads of
the railroad unions at Chicago began telegraphing demands for a veto. The bill
had not ling to do with the issues before
the Railroad Labor Board. Questions of
hours or wages were not involved in it.
All that made the bill odious to the
union leaders was that it would make the
conditions of railroad management temporarily easier by giving the managers
was
long overdue, and
money which
which would make it possible for them
But
to meet some deferred obligations.
that was enough for the union leaders.
Their object was to make trouble, and
they saw a way of doing it by holding up
indefinitely, if they could, the money due
the roads. So they poured in their demands upon the White House. They
claimed to represent hundreds of thouIf the retiring Presisands of workers.
dent had been disposed to cater for a
certain sort of popularity, .he could have
had it by refusing to sign the relief bill
But he was
which had been sent to him
not disposed to do so; and he signed the
bill on Saturday, at the very time when
the union leaders were selecting representatives to go in person to the White
Railway emHouse to demand a veto.
ployes, though their leaders failed to
S recognize it, wili piolit by the President’s
I refusal to be coerced, for a large part of
the money thus released will he paid out
and the restoration to the
in wages,
l schedules of trains that had been cut out.
—Boston Herald.

of

members

Legion have selected

aute«tax

always

The Kind

Committee.

°Wpized

m, and

CHOOSE FLOYD

Arkansas City Man Selected as Chairman of State Americanization

McAdoodie days.

nuu
looming large behind these aspirations is the Plumb Plan
League ready and
to take over the job. Let the
public buy the railroads, make a present
of them to the labor
unions, pay skyscraper wages and make up the billion or
so annual deficits
by loading them on the
patient backs of the
long-suffering, inarpa>’er8- That is the Great
d,
rlumb Plan Idea—in full
effulgence. It
is a fine
program,and in its promotion the
labor union radicals who are behind
it,
are no doubt
temporarily in a position to
derail movements towards readjustments
and to burn the bridges over difficulties.
But, even so, all is not plain sailing for
these obstructionists by a good deal. By
and large, the railroad men of the country are not Socialists. Still less are they
red radicals. They are good, level-headed American citizens with homes of their
own and families of their own.
Furthermore, they are, as a group, men of exceptional intelligence and sense of responsibility. They are not men to refuse
to bear their part of the cost-burden of
readjustment to normal conditions which
ail the rest of their fellow-countrymen
are compelled to stagger under.
Some
of them may be led by radical demagogues into the Pmmb-Plan land of
dreams, but the saving common sense of
the vast majority may be safely counted
upon to keep them out of it.—Harvey’s

nd

t
Wir

KANSAS MEN

To such as
these, all overtures towards
wa ge compromises
would fall upon deaf
ears.
Their objective is not to save the
roads from
bankruptcy, but to plunge
them into it. It is chaos
they wish to
bring about, a chaos from which there
can be no
emergence save by Government seizure and operation of the roads.
In other
words, a restoration of the glo-

What
is CASTORIA
is
harmless substitute for

n,,

OVERHANGING CLOUD.

Over all negotiations looking towards
such wage readjustments as will enable
the railroads to live and meet the country’s transportation demands, there hangs
the apparently fixed purpose of certain
railroad labor leaders to throw the road
back into the hands of the Government.
One of these leaders is the chairman of
the Plumb Plan League. Others are members of that organization and ardent apostles of the Socialistic doctrines it
represents. If the Plumb Planners are less
vociferous Hhan they were a little while
ago, they are none the less firm in the
faith.

......

..

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,194,668 43
3v9

-mgamm

Assets December 31. 1920.
Real estate.
$
4 im tv
Mortgage bond.!.
38 4?" 01
Stocks and bands."" 125,411001’
Cash in office and b ink
'l7i’o- '■ 7‘‘
Agents* balance.
29tV 178 02
Interest and rents.
17*1*0 34

*_'

Cross assets..
D-duct iten.s not admitted

__

All other

Surplus

liabilities.^'oh 6C
all liabilities..
91=, i'gr «?

over

__

__

__

Total liabilities and surplus_2?,083 269 OF
3w9

._

J22Lt£®,IJia

bushel* delivered In ‘he city: also
Danish cabbages at $2.00
per hun-

rMIblUlAN^
Tel. 320

!> ‘U'lOO

Admitted assets.
«■> (
.. n.
Liabilities December 31, 1920
Net unpaid losses.
$l" t,6’M
Unearned premiums.
97- jon 2k

***

IKTRAPATHlf PUV^IauUOliiUrAlnil

High Street.

$2,1.5.768 08
_

Dr. Hester Brown |iw
30

Manufacturers Mutual Insurance
Co., Van Wert, O.

Central

!---

3w9

Admitted assets.$1,194,668 43
Liabilities December 31, 1920,
Net unpaid losses.$
294,764 16
Unearned premiums.
0 00
All other liabilities.
73,358 69
CaBb capital.
100,000 00
Surplus over all liabilties. 326,445 68

f

BOOT

dred Pounds.

i

Tel.;269

A. B. SI AN UAL.
tfl

Belfast,

Thursday, March 10, 1921

Relieved by A Well-Known Medicine
of Superlative Merit.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican Journal Pub.

Bpring ailments are due to an impure, impoverished, devitalized con-

Co.

dition of the blood.
Among them are pimples, boils
and other eruptions, loss of appetite, that tired feeling, a rundown condition of the system, and
sometimes chronic weaknesses made

A. 1. BROWN, Editor.
ADVERTISI NG T ERMS. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
one

worse.

Insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
1
or three months.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla combines tie
roots, barks, herbs, berries and other medicinals that have been found,
in many years of intelligent observation, to be most effective in the
treatment of these ailments.
Successful physicians prescribe
these ingredients for diseases of the
blood, stomach, liver and kidneys,
and in cases where alterative and
tonic effects are needed.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the spring
medicine that purifies, enriches and
revitalizes your blood, increasir.
power of resistance to disease.
For a laxative take Hood’"

THE INAUGURATION

impressiveness

BASKET BALL

SPRING MLMENTS

Journal

The Republican

of the

inaugural
ceremonies was vastly enhanced by an
earnest and reverent simplicity which
recalled the days of Washington and of
Jefferson. The occasion was lifted far
above the plane oft a national gala day
and its observance, in every way, was
consonant with the spirit of a real, virile
and well balanced democracy. Mr. Wilson and Mr. Harding, the two central
Studebaker Light-Six Breaks
figures, both seemed to have forgotten
Four Speed Records on
the stormy political J>ast and each treated
the other with ample and befitting courtCoast
This of itself Should be a lesson to
esy.
Carrying U. S. Mail, Car Makes Sensaeach one of us.
tional Run from San Francisco to Los
"Peace on earth, good will to men.”
Angeles and Return, Setting New Marks
How few in this hur ying crowd of morfor Round Trip, Coast Route, and Beattals fully realize thi t without good will
ing f astest Express Train by 3 Hours,
to men peace on e irth is but a mirage
47
Minutes. On Second Trip Same Car
HardMr.
stand.
canno
and a republic
Breaks Valley Route Record.
ing's address showe i that he was profoundly impressed b; the responsibilities
In two sensational dashes a StudebaKer
which he was assui ling. Evidently he Light-Six recently broke all records for
felt that his energiei must be given un- speed between San Francisco and Los
a new mark for the
reservedly to the ser ice of the people of Angeles, setting
round trip, lowering the coast route rec
The address was
the United States.
ord by 2 hours, 35 minutes, 20 seconds,
favorably received ill Europe, very little beating the best time ever before made
been
made
there. over the valley route, and leaving “The
<r,ticism having yefi
of the fast coast
Undoubtedly Mr. Hording will make Lark,” most famous
The

_

■

mistakes, perhaps

son-e

serious

trains, 3 hours, 47 minutes and 30
seconds in the rear.
On the first trip the drivers. Hart L.
Weaver and James C. Gurley, carried U.
S. mail both ways between San Francisco
and Los Angeles, being sworn in as federal officials upon authority from Washington. In fact, the journey was made
for the purpose of showing the possibilities of the motor car in transporting mail
express

mistakes,

but one who reads hi-; address carefully
•will, we think, concl ide that President

Harding is an honest, patriotic and Godfearing man. We reg et that we are not

publish

EDle to

his ad

in full at this

ress

the follov ing extracts will
Etiow what is the sp rit and purpose of
t me,

but

quickly.

f.
President:
president Harding ii his inaugural address said: “My couiltrymen, when one

cur

surveys the world atjout him after the
treat storm, noting thij marks of destruc; on and yet rejoicing jn the rdggedness
the things which withstood it, if he is
an American he breathps the clarified atmosphere with a stranke mingling of reW}e have seen world
ret and new hope.
passion spend its fury} but we contemplate our republic unshaken and hold for

civilization

secure.

(Liberty

—

j

Liberty;

1

understanding.

is ready to encourage, eager
initiate, anxious to p irticipate in any
seemly program likely t. lessen the prob

America

to

promite

Christine A. Jones,

on

ship.
We are ready to ass ciate ourselves
with the nations of the vorld, great and
small, for conference, for counsel, to seek
the expressed views of v orld opinion, to
recommend a way to api roximate disarmament and relieve the c ushing burdens
of military and naval establishments.
We elect to participati in suggesting
plans for mediation, conciliation and arbitration, and would glajlly join jn that
expressed conscience of progress which
seeks to clarify and writathe laws of international relationship land establish a
world court for the disposition of such
justiciable questions as nations are agreed
In expressing aspirato submit thereto.
tions, in seeking practicalplans, in translating humanity’s new clncept of righteousness, justice and its hatred of war
into recommended actiop we are ready
most heartily to unite, taut every comthe exercise of
mitment must be made
out national
Service is the supreme'commitment of
life. I would rejoice to acclaim the era
of the golden rule and crown it with the
autocracy of service. I pledge an afministration wherein all the agencies of gov
ernment are called to serve and ever promote an understanding of government
purely as an expression of the popular
will.
One cannot stand in this presence and
be unmindful of tremendous responsibilThe world upheaval has added
ity.
heavily to our tasks. But with the realization comes the surge « high resolve
and there is reassurance
belief in the
God given destiny of ourt republic. If I
felt that there is to be sola responsibility
in the executive for the -America of tomorrow, I should shrink fiom the burden.
But here are a
millions, with
common concern and shaded responsibilcountry. The
ity, answerable to God
Republic summons themt to their duty
and 1 invite co-operation, i
1 accept my part with
Jingle mindedcess of purpose and humility of spirit and
implore the favor and guiiimce of God in
His Heaven.
With thesell am unafraid
and confidently face the filture.
“I have taken the solemn oath of office
on that passage of the hol> writ where in
it is asked ‘What doth the Lord require
of th ee but to do justly
to love mercy
and walk humbly with thv, God.’ This I
plig ht to God and countrv.f’

summary:

S. H. S
Jackson If 15
Whitham rf 2
Closson c 6
Lowell lb 1

,

Referee,

(have

its life-

thejn

is especially
guards.
gr eat when diseases, the greatest foes of
life, find allies in the verjl elements, as
The need of

relds, influenza, catarrh, ‘the grip
pneumonia do in this stormy month.

and

The best way to guard against these
to strengthen the system
diseases is

Hood’s Sarsaparilla—one of the
greatest of life-guards. It removes the
conditions in which these diseases make

with

their most successful attack; gives vigor
and tone to the vital organ* and functions, and imparts a genial warmth to the
blood.
Remember the weaker the system the greater the exposure to disease.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the system

strong.
If the liver is torpid or the bowels are
biliousness or constipation, Hood’s Pills will be found of great
service.
They are especially* made to be

sluggish, causing

taken with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

EVERY DRESS NEW.
Silks, Satins, Taffeta, Crepes, Mignonette
and all the season’s latest materials. No need to talk about these
all know our dress reputation, as one young lady remarked the other
day
“You must sell dresses to every woman in town.” But let me sav hew
that you will find no two alike.

Specials

S.

R.

was

almost miraculous.

Parkhurst,

son

of the late

Gov. Frederick H. Parkhurst of

Bangor,

Yours

i

that evening.

High Street, Next

to Colonial Theatre.

Hall Hardware
MAIN

!

Phone 249-:’

Co.IS2*,n

STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

WEBER FARM
International

Libby and Miss Ethel Cochrane. The
two first prizes were awarded Mr. H. J.
Grant and Mrs. A. B. Payson and the
“booby” prize to Mr. Richard Palmer. A
was served consisting of

WOOD

fine luncheon

WAGONS

several kinds of

cake,

fruit salads and

Engines IL3'e6Fw

SAWING

MACHINES

coffee.
A.

I.

Belts and

WOOD

j

_

Isaac Alonzo Vvood died at his home on
Congress street at 1 p. m. Saturday^
March 5th, just an hour before the funeral of bis son, William A. Wood, in the
next house. Mr. Wood had been in failing health for several years and his mind
was

partially impaired. His

son

had been

liberty.

j

a

Mr. Wood was
had also passed away.
born in Belfast, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Wood, and one of a long line of

Pulleys

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

week and the father had
been able to call on him during that time,
but he died without knowing that his son

ill for about

Donald Mathieson
or

was a

business visit-

WANTED

in Knox Saturday.
Rev. H. W. Abbott and Albert Barnes
visitors in Palermo one day last

were

SALESMEN TO SEL

He was a good ! week.
stone and brick masons.
citizen and a conscientious workman.
Mrs. Sophie Lowell, who suffered a
His wife, formerly Lucy Jane Lear, died shock a short time ago, is
growing
several years ago and since then he had weaker.

neral took place at his late home Monday
at 2 p. m., with Rev. Charles W. Martin
of the Methodist church officiating.

home

truly,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

Mr. and Mrs. H. J.

Mrs. C. W. Wescott at the Belfast High
school Bupper in Odd Fellows hall. He

j returned

0.45
4.95
9.49

.....

Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Godding, the
Misses Christine and Laura Jones, Mr. B.
F. Ellis, Mr. Richard Palmer, Mr. Lewis

made his home with his daughter, Harriet
Ella, wife of Ephraim A. Wood. The fu-

ness

$3.45

Grant,

in Belfast last Wednesday on busiand was the guest of Mayor and

was

Best Yet.

Serge, and Poplin Skirts, Navy and Black,
One lot Serge Dresses,

Payson, Mr. and Mrs. W. H Young, Mr.

Ellis,

Thursday-Friday-Saturday.

Sweaters, wool,

Winterport

and Mrs. H. C.

for

Big lot Wash Waists, China Silk,
“

night between Dark Harbor A. A. and
Brooks A. A. The first two 10-minute
periods both teams were about evenly
Alice Whitney returned to Winterport matched, but several of the Brooks boys
high school last Monday, after a week’s were hurt and the last two periods were
absence.
decidedly in favor of the Dark Harbor
Ernest Libby of Melrose, Mass., spent team, the final score being Dark Harbor
several days recently with C. H. Libby 36, Brooks 14.
and family.
A whist party was held at the home of
Much sympathy is extended to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Percy H. Grant last ThursMrs. A. W. Knight in the loss of their day evening and a most enjoyable time
home by fire.
The following peowas reported by all.
Mrs. R. G. Robertson of Swanville and ple were present: Mr. and Mrs. E. L. ToMrs. Amos Conant of Monroe were recent ner, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Cox, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Hamlin, Mr. and Mrs. A. B
guests of Mrs. F. P. Clements.

CORNER.

WHITE’S

WILLYS

L. F. Hurd spent the week-end in Belon
business connected with the

fast

The

creamery.

Mrs. Walter Young spent

a

Super

Exclusive

day with

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bradstreet, in Palermo last week.

Walker,

LIGH

Lighting

Plant and Access

territory.

j

Liberal Con

capital required.

H.A. ROBBINS WILLYS LIGH

Mr. and Mrs. George Sprague attended

Donald

Farm

Small

the all-day meeting of Sheepscot Lake
Grange in Palermo Saturday.

24 Tillson Avenue,

who has been in town

Rockland,

Mains

—.

home,

for several days’ stay at the Hunt
returned to New York last week.

The old-fashioned singing school which
given in Masonic hall Thursday

was

evening,

Feb.

24th, by

WoodforSale

the O. E. S„ was

great success socially and financially.
John P. Sanford took the part of singing

a

master and was the right man in the
right place. All the artists were dressed
in old-fashioned costumes, some of which

NEW LIGHT-SIX

APPLY TO

than one hundred years old.
Miss Katherine Sanford presided at the

were

more

Orrin J.

piano and was charming in a broadHer dress
brimmed hat of blue silk.
was blue satin with chiffon overdress.
The music was in keeping with the occasion. Miss Ada Wadsworth of Appleton
sang “Love’s Old Sweet Song,” responding to an encore At the close, coffee,
doughnuts, ice cream, home-made canalso

Factory.
--I

A

SOUTH FREEDOM

Carrying U. S. Mail, a Studebaker LIGHT-SIX has established four speed
records between San hrancisco and Los Angeles—traveling faster than any automobile or train ever made the trips before—and proving LIGHT-SIX stamina!
Here is what LIGHT SIX did:
Made the round trip from San Francisco to Los Angeles, 864.8
miles, in 211 hours 23 minutes elapsed time—A NEW RECORD.
Made the one-way trip over the Coast Route, 453.7 miles, in 10 hours 12 minutes 30
seconds elapsed time—A NEW RECORD.
Made the one-way trip over the Valley Route, 41L1 miles, in 9 hours 15 minutes 50 seconds
elapsed time—A NEW RECORD.
Beat “The Lark,** fastest express train between San Francisco and Los
Angeles, by 3
hours 47 minutes 30 seconds—A NEW RECORD.
This car was duly deputized, upon orders from Washington, to carry U. S. Mail.

These remarkable records—this exhibition of speed stamina—prove how the Studebaker NEW LIGHT-SIX
can make long-continued runs without mechanical trouble—the car established its records on two trips, and was
ready to start on the second immediately after completing the first.
You can have the advantage of its motor’s wonderful gasolene economy and the satisfaction of its smoothness
of operation only by owning a Studebaker LIGHT-SIX. We are ready to demonstrate and make deliveries.

Touring Car, #1485; Landau-koadster, $1650; Sedan, $2150
All prices i o. b. South Bend.
STUDEBAKER CARS ARE EQUIPPED WITH CORD TIRES.

THE BANKS’

GARAGE, Belfast, Maine.

THIS IS A STUDEBAKER YEAR

Mrs.

Marjorie Penney

is still quite ill.

Carrie Sylvester is sick with
cold.
Mrs. Walter Overlock
Eva are quite ill.

Dorothy Taylor

was

a

and

a

grip

daughter

Sunday caller oh

old neighbors in this vicinity.

Myrtle Penney
were

and Roberta

Wiggins

in Bangor over the week-end.

Oley Ward has been through the neighborhood this week sawing up the wood

|

Motor Trucking

OF ALL RINDS DONE AT REASONABLE
OAKES ALDUS
PRICES.

Orders left at Webber’s Boot Shop.
4w9*
Tel. 305-3

piles.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ingraham of Knox
were Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. Greeley.

Mr. Wil iam Oliver is sick with the
prevailing cold. Dr. A. M. Small of the
village is attending him.
Mr. and Mrs. Foshay, nee Miss Gladys

CARD

OFThANKS

We wish to thank all who were kind to
us in our late bereavement and also for
the beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
CHAS. A. HOLMES AND FAMILY

Apples for Sale

I hive a limited quantity of 2nd grade
over the birth of a
Nellie Greeley is with sound Baldwin Apples for sale at SI per
barrel at Consumers’ Fuel Co. cellar,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W. Brown, Front street.
M. L STEVENS
who have been spending several months

Davis,

are

daughter.
her.

rejoicing
Mrs.

in St. Cloud, Florida, will leave there today for a short stay at Jacksonville and
St. Augustine, and will then goto Columbus, Georgia, for about a month before
leaving for the nort h.

Continental Casualt>
Chicago, Ulini

cow

Heavy Woo! Hose—Two Fair
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis,’

Assets Dee
Real Estate.

Mortgage^Loans.

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and BondsCash in Uffi:e and Bank
Agents' Balances.
...

Receivable.

Bills

Interest and Rents
All other Assets.
...

Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitti'
Admitted Assets..
Liabilities Dec
Net

Unpaid

Lueses.

Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities.

Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities

Cash

Total Liabilities and Surf

,u

$1.00

at Bert L. Davis’

f*

>u.'

SwlO

For Sale
I have 150 bushels of P'1'
will sell for $1.00 per bu^
the city limits. Also turn;;bushel at Elm Tree Faroi.
E. H b>

Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair Heavy Woo! Hose
for

Pair

BERT 1

3-year-old Holstein Cow—a nice

and will freshen the last
of April, inquire of
MRS. LEANDER BEAN. East Belfast.
_3wl0*_

a

—AT

FOR SALE
butter

SMASHES RECORD''!

for $3.0(1

ytf

a

i’ANTS

ALL WOOL

Girls at the Pullman Pants’

fishing pond, which was well
patronized by old and young. 163 were
cleared which will be used for a new
Chapter rug.
was

Belfast. Maine

Dickey,

Wanted

Ther e

dies and corn balls were on sale.

anjj

Every household should

-

A fast and interesting game cf basket
ball was plated in Union Hall Friday

hundred}

FdES

EVERY COAT AND WRAP NEW. These are the very latest
models and are all that Dame Fashion could make them. Be sure arc!
see these.

Daniel B. Plummer is having more
work done on the inside of his store and
is having rooms finished for an ice cream
parlor and soda fountain which will be
c Lynch
if Coltart 1 opened for business during the summer
rf, Sawyer 1 season.

ifi

GREATEST

EVERY SUIT NEW. Wonderful showing of these all wool
Jerseys o\
ford Grays, Tricotine, Serge and Velours, priced for the Easter w
$15.00 up.

B. R.
rb Colson (1)
lb Kiah

if.
sovereignty!

an|

an i

seen

BROOKS.

Wilson.

C.

about 50 years old.

of the snappiest and most up-to-the-minute .lines of ladies
ONE
misses’ ready-to-wear garments to be
in this section of the St*//

accounts.

If Street 4

Curtis rb 7

Mrs. Margaret Babbidge Thomas died
March 4th at her home in Islesbore after

was

At The Davis Sample Shop

ten. Boston led ai the end of each
period but by a very close score, the first
Mr. Ernest Libby of Boston was the
being 8 to 6, the second 14 to 10, and the
guest of Mr. W. S. Jones and family
last 22 to 18. Norton of Belfast was refseveral days last week.
The
eree, with Thompson as scorer.
Brooks High school closed last Friday
dance after the game was cancelled owfor one week’s vacation. The lower grade
ing to the High school dance in Odd Felschool will not open until March 28tb.
lows Hall that evening. Ten per cent of
the entire receipts of the game were doA carload of machinery has arrived for
nated to the Belfast High School building the Black & Gay Canneries, Inc. Corn
fund, making about 830 for that purpose. Factory. Work will begin on the foundation for the new factory this week.
Playing the best basketball it has
shown this season, Searsport High easily
Word has been received from Lawrence
defeated a team called the Brewer Rov- West that lie left Boston last Thursday
ers, in a rather one-sided game at Sears- for Cuba, as he and his brother Maurice
port, March 3d, by score of 63 to 13. The are employed by the United Fruit Co.

serious injury

long illness. She was born in Islesboro
and spent her life there, and was the
widow of Ernest Thomas. One
daughter,
Mrs. Lester Hale, survives
her, together
with several brothers and sisters. Sne

checking

one

MRS. MARGARET B. THOMAS

a

Manager

2 Per Cent Interest

Pays

nack, rf; Connell, c; Fox, lb; Fiqp, rb.
Heals—Heal, rb; Cook, lb; Soper, c;
White, If; Tramer, rf. Three periods were
played, two fifteen minute periods and

Mr. and Mrs.C.B. Jewett and Mrs. Kate
The round trip, a distance of 864.8
Lowe of Hampden were guests of Mr. and
was covered by the Studebaker in
21 hours 23 minutes.
The trip down, Mrs. A. G. Larby, Sunday.
over the coast route, a distance of 453.7
Hon. C. M. Conant was in Auburn
miles, was made in 10 hours, 12 minutes,
30 seconds, as compared with the previ- March 2nd and 3rd to attend a director’s
ous best record of 12 hours, 47 minutes,
meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Exchange.
50 seconds, established in 1916.
C. H. Libby and family, accompanied
The car and “The Lark” started their
dash to Los Angeles at the same time, by Mr. and Mrs. Amos Conant of Monroe,
and it was on this occasion that the Light
spent last Sunday with relatives in SwanSix beat the train’s schedule by over
ville.
three and one half hours.
After hanging ud these records, the
R C. Nealey and Clifton Stevens of
Studebaker drivers went after the fourth
are at C. W. Nealey’s the present
and only remaining speed mark—that of Bangor
lowering the previous best time over the week. They are cutting lumber for a
valley route. They succeeded in making garage.
the trip from Los Angeles to San FrancisF. P. Clements, Byron Larby and Bertco over this route,
a distance of 411 1
miles, in 9 hours, 15 minutes, 50 seconds, rand Jewett went to Swan Lake recently
of which time 35 minutes was spent in on a fishing trip, but were not successful,
crossing the ferry to San Francisco. This as fishermen were there in large numbers
record-breaking time was made under
diffici It weather conditions, the pilots before them.
being forced to drive through a dense fog
Fred Clark was hit on the forehead by
12o miles of the way.
a large stick of wood, while sawing wood
These record breaking trips also prove !
how an automobile can stand a long con- [ with a gasoline outfit, and received a cut
tinued run wiLhout mechanical trouble. requiring seven stitches to close, besides
In this case the car was ready to start 1
injuries to his eyelid and cheek. The
outonics second trip immediately affer !
stick was several feet long and six inches
finishing the first.
in diameter, and his escape from a more

that brother-

hood of mankind whicli must be'Ged’s !
highest conception of human relation-

SHOWING FOR EASTER

BROOKS BRANCH

miles,

within tbe law—and c?vilization are inseparable and though bt th were threatencdWe find them now secure, and there
comes to Americans 1 lie profound assurance that our repre; entative government is the highest exp ession and surest
guaranty of both.
'The success of our popular governthe correct inment rests wholly upn
erpretation of the debt irate, intelligent, j
dependable popular will of America. In
.•“liberate questioning 5 of a suggested
change of national policy where internationality was to supersede nationality,
we turned to a referendum to the AmeriThere was ample discussion
can people.
rt there is a public ma ndate in manifest

ability of war and

There wee a large attendance in the
Armory last Wednesday evening to enjoy one of the fastest basket ball games
ever witnessed here, when the Fitton A.
C. of East Boston won from the Earl
Heal five of Bangor in the score of 22 to
18. Connell of the Fittons led with 7
baskets and White of the Heals with 4.
The lines up: Fittons—Mprley, If; Dun-

J

,,

(

lljU!'
tor $1.00 at liert l

<

Miss Mildred M. Slater, the secretary
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythof the local Community Chautauqua, has ias, will confer the rank of Knight on
received notice that the dates for next three candidates this, Thursday, evenseason will be July 12-17.
Lunch will be served after the
ing.
Rev. A. E. Wilson will give a Bird talk work when all members are requested to
to the children at their story hour next be present.
Saturday morning at the Peirce school,
Messrs. John C Welton of Boston and
under the auspices of the Free Library.
Arthur L. Besse of Cambridge, Mass.,
Capt. William V. Pratt of Belfast, who have been in Belfast several days on
is in command of the Pacific Coast fleet, business with the Billings-Johnson ClothMr. Besse is the head of
and has been in youth American waters ing Company.
for some time, returned to the California the large chain of Besse clothing stores.
Coast March 5th. His wife and little son, It is reported that the local factory will
William V. Jr., plan to remain at Coro- have a large amount of work for a long
time.
nado, Calif., until about May 15th.

Pay What You Please
WE’VE GOT THE PRICE TO
PLEASE YOU

'''riowherelJAmerka caTyou buy finer Sorthe

68

-buyer'in tbisf t?wn

$27.00, $35.00, $40.00 and $45.00

7?

the International TailorMfe b7just
the fabric YOU select.

o. to HHJK measure in tne

style YOU
Yours truly,

want and

THE ST0RE where

I-M7RT
Tlu. FIAVK
177V V
IV 1
>

lo,
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The Brooks team failed to keep their
to play the Peirce school
engagement
Major Arthur L. Thayer of Bangor,
basket ball team in the Armory Friday
chairman of the Maine Industrial AcciTheir manager telephoned that
dent Commission, has assigned nearings evening.
one of their boys was absent in Boston,
as follows:
“J. T. Fairfield vs. the W. H. Glover the Brooks team has promised to play
Co. and the Traveler’s Insurance Co., the Peirce School team in the Armory
insurers; petition for award of compen- here at 11 a. m., Saturday. Get a ticket
sation; hearing set for Saturday, March
for the game. The boys of the school are
12, in the municipal court room at Belfast.
selling them.
Henry L. George vs. Otto Nuttings
The past week has lurmshed weather
and the Employers’ Liability Insurance
Corporation, insurers; petition for award of all kinds with the exception of exof compensation; hearing set for Satur- treme cold. Sunday was warm and overday, March 12, at 9 a. m., in the munici- cast for the most
part, but ended with a
pal court room at Belfast.
Monday a flaky
Byron B. Greenlaw vs. Mathews Bros, typical summer sunset.
and the American Mutual Liability In- snow storm arrived unannounced and
surance Co., insurers; petition to detervery much resembled what is known as
mine the extent of permanent impairthe “poor man’s” snow-storm, an April
ment; hearing set for Saturday, March
Tuesday provided fog and a
12, at 10 a. m., in the municipal court product.
room at
Belfast before the full com- i warm rain with April showers. Wednesmission.”
day was warm and showery.
INDUSTRIAL

YOUR

LITTLE OLD DOLLAR

BEYS 100 CENTS WORTH

Do not forget the Red Men and Pocohontas supper at Red Mens hall,

News ot Belfast

Domingo Smith of this city, but more
recently of Bath, has been a recent visnight, March 11th. Supper at 6 o’clock, j itor bere,
Nh-Vi ADVERTISEMENTS
going to Stockton for employTickets 50 cents.
ment. He has been
employed in a mill in
Floyd Winchester has succeeded Don- Bath for some years.
uui Theatre publishes picture
as
Knowlton
week.
aid
bellboy at the Windsor
"'.ai.; ttie
Josephine Estelle, the daughter of Mr.
,ih Davis Co., Rockland, adHotel, the latter having left them to en- and Mrs.
v
Walter H. Juan, was recently
stocks of goods.
ter the shoe factory, where he has a sim- made
very happy with a large box of
Bean offers cow for sale. ilar position.
beautiful flowers sent by Mrs. Roscoe
ore Store advertises HoleThe Rose of Virginia to be given under Arey of this
city, now vis,ting in Sebasfc the children.
the auspices of Hazeltine Post, American topol, Calif. They were well
packed and
furnished room to let.
with J. W. Flanders,
director, considering their long journey across
ie
Bower Co. advertises Legion,
■velop Maine water pow- and in the leading part, will take place country, arrived in fine condition. There
the first week in April.
were
roses, lilies, pinks and several
: ket advertises a large vaBelfast friends of Albert E. Andrews others not so familiar here.
Mr. and
in this week.
have received news of his promotion Mrs. Arey and their youig son are enkey offers Knights Temfrom first lieutenant to captain in the joying every hour of their visit in Calii. for sale.
He was at one time cap- fornia, but. expect to start east the last of
Garage advertises the new regular army.

rh,

j

Friday

ACCIDENT

HEARINGS.

...

tain of the Belfast company.

iebaker which has estabr.i speed.

Monday at 5

m., Friday, March 11th,
This is the first city election in which
the women have had the opportunity to

.ures
at Denslow Hall,
!igS.
Store advertises rubbers
in a large line of rubber

; -,L.

vote.

Four men and

registered

up

to

noon

one woman

Umversalist League will meet

ihursdav, afternoon at tne home
Arthur W. Morse, when every

p.

were

Wednesday.

TODAY
MAGAZINE.COMEDY
_

FRIDAY

DUSTIN FARNUM,

this,

of Mrs.

interested in the welfare of that church
is urged to be
present and assist in the
work of the Japanese fair, which will be

BURTON HOLMES.

held in the Armory,March 23d. The
busy
bees will meet Saturday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Charles
when all

EILEEN PERCY in “Beware of th

notice of withdrawal
Icrtnan.

publishes

.re

j

an

rjdv.

>
gi'.en.
and family publisfi

a

Letters from
Crescent

Mrs.

City, Fla.,

Alex D.

betts,

Innes of

at

recent class

a

to the general
including essays and

return

state that her moth-

er, Mrs. Annie L. Burgess, is gradually
failing in health and is confined lo her

in

by rank.
is worth,

by

hip

a

who recently
fall on the

Preston entertained

a

.ng ladies connected
phone office iastThurs-

evening at her home
The time

venue.

A picnic

with music.
7 p.

at

in.

S.

amp,

was

had

V.,

of

a

t-t-to-gether Tuesday
rial hall with Comman6t Augusta, O. P.
division cornman-

ony
ist

;

Curtis of Belfast, past
■i and a
council mem-upper

was

served at 6

by a pleasing program
Iresses in the interest of
ision officers present,
now judge of the

is

He has

Augusta.

in

Belfast.

*

ob-

ipter,
R.,
Monday at the home
'lilt Slugg with twentyD.

A

musical program was
of Mrs. Cora J. Bow-

ri

of guessing the song
ures was won by Mrs.

'-st

key and Miss Isabel Ginn
nsolation.

Two

duets

rendered by Mrs. Dicyu Cottrell Frost and a

lessie Hart Allen., Mrs.
ted by Mrs. Grace Chad1

Miss Leverne Whit-

andwiches
y

cake and cof-

enjoyable evening.

f

|

Captain Basil R. Allen of the Belfast
Company of the Third Maine Regiment
was notified
March 1st fiom Adjutant

and if called into active service this
change would naturally come.

i

and

[

spent for dulse—we wouldn’t
s.y another word I
I

about

Holeproof

:

r

K.

die

unreliable,

un-

children’s stock-

hat every

day

'pending good

you
money

'time instead of
ln£ “just
'n

stockings,”

Holeproof,

pound only at

to be

was

Thos. H. lnce’s Great Drama of Life and Love.

actually high-your

chase expensive.

pur-

It was poor
You had wasted your

economy.
money.

There is
more

cheap

nothing that will give you
disappointment than buying

rubbers. Rubbers all look
alike at first~but how differently
they wear. Your only protection
is the Maker’s name, and the integrity of the dealer from whom

buy.

Take rubber
mean

boots, for instance.
quite an investment,

and for the sake of saving a few
cents at the beginning why experiment with the unknown and
in the end disappointment. We
handle only the very best makes
and we strongly urge comparison
of price, quality considered.
Men’s
“

Super Quality White Storm King Boots,$6.75
“

“

‘‘

“

Black and Red
5.45
“
“
Good Quality Black
4.50
“
“
Black
and
Red
4.50
Short
Super Quality
“
“
Good
Black Short Boots,
4.25
“
Red Storm King Boots(3-S)4.45
Boys’ Super
“
“
<!
“
“
“
Youths’
(11-2)3.65
“
“
“
Blactt
(3-6) 3.60
Boys’Good
Qaality
“
“
“
“
Youths’
(11-2) 2.75
“
“
“
Boots
Short
(3-3) 2.95
Boys’
“
“
“
“
“
Youths’
(11-2) 2.35
“

j

who
with

daughter, Mrs. Leo Herrick, expect
to leave Sat., March 12, for indefinite
visits with their sons in Somerville.
Mass.,

and

Providence,

R. I.

\
j

theauspi-!

mos.H.mce presents Lying Lips
with House Peters and Florence Vidor

confectionery, etc.,

will be sold from veritable
Chinatown
booths with celestials in full dress presidThe evening program will
ting. The bearers were members of Phoe- ing.
begin
nix Lodge, F. A. M., Messrs. A. K. Bra- with a parade of the Guild members and
assistants in costums. This wiil be folley, Norman A. Read, Gerald W. Howard
and Walter Lyons. The remains were lowed by a program including a reading
placed in the receiving tomb in Grove by Edward Brassey-Brierly of East Belfast, vocal solos by Cnarles F. Hammons
Cemetery.

Saturday at 2

p.

Martin of the

m.

with Rev. Charles W.

Methodist

George C. Seavey received a letter
Tuesday from his brother, Frederick H.
Seavey of Tacoma, Wash, announcing
the death of his only son, EDen Wilson
Seavey, who died Feb. lyth, aged iy
Mr. Seavey was the son of Eben
years.
Wilson Seavey of North Searsport and

costume

j

He married
years ago
Miss Susan Pearl, who, with their only
the loss of

sou

survives to

Basil R.

mourn

Allen,

dance under

Miss Margery M.
representative of

went west 36

danghter, Caroline,

Producing Co.,

and

chop

Iowa, a
Rogers
coaching the

OUTING CHESTEY.

John B.

;for serving

39c.

TOM MIX in “THE UNTAMED”
HOW A COW PUNCHER PROVES HIS RIGHT TO THE HAND
OF A WEALTHY WESTERN GIRL.
I

Consider Its Price

as

Congress street before announcing any
plan of business. Mr. Curtis was for
about 10 years proprietor of the City
Bakery and made a success of it, selling
John B> Chalmers'
a short time ago to
For the past 6 years he has also conducted his dry and fancy goods store on Main
Mr. Curtis has made a success
street.

business

and will do well in this

to sell.

Company K.. 3rd Maine Infantry, National Guard, will entertain the associate
members of the company in their Armory, Friday evening, March 11th, at eight
o’clock. There will be a short exhibition
drill and athletic sports by members of
the company. The indoor rifle range and
club room will be open and a lunch will
be served by the company cooks. Comand
pany K. ranks high in the regiment
was accorded an unusual honor in being
brought to Augusta from a considerable
distance to act as part of the guard of
honor at the funeral of the late Governor
Parkhurst, The credit of the development of its efficiency lies in the team
work, which is characteristic of Belfast,
and this complimentary entertainment is
tfie means taken by the company to show
their appreciation of the co-operation of
the associate members. Adjutant General George McG. Presson and Colonel
Bigelow have been invited to attend, and
that they will be here for
it is

expected

the occasion.

J

Measure Their
Men
mean

not

an

easy

job to

B. F. Tuttle, at Timm’s Shoe Store

“It

j

Quality

This has been proven by our increasing numbers.
Everyone who attends our service is so pleased and
satisfied he comes again and invites a friend to
Our minister, Rev. William
come with him.
Vaughan, brings messages to every human heart
that is uplifting and inspiring. Our choir gives
beautiful music. What more could you wish
for in one hour. Come every Sunday morning and
share

our

joys with

longer accept the doctrine that hig rer priced
correspondingly finer cars.

cars

Of special interest is a price to price measurement of the
Essex against cars you have always judged in its quality
class. Its advantage shows surprising margins when viewed
thus.

Will you find any car of comparable quality and
within hundreds of dollars of the Essex class?

ability

And doesn’t

its low cost with such quality appeal to
judicious buyers, whether tb ey are considering a car slightly
less in cost or have been seeking Essex quality in some much
costlier car?

C.

B. NORTON

Belfast,

labiaaa

Kllbimil

DEALER,
Maine

us.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

When You
With Essex.

no

to Advertise”

Pays

Compare It With Others

j

w»s

WEDNESDAY

ESSEX

Fred D. Jones and also took a lease of
the tour-floor building owned by Mr.
Jones.
Mr. Jones came to Belfast from

It

each $1.00

COMEDY

and brother.

business change took
place Monday, when Allen L. Curtis
bought the large department store of

We wish to think, all thit sent in letters.
select ei^ht from the m my we received.

1

00

Yours truly,

THE MOST GRIPPING PHOTOPLAY EVER SCREENED.

of

suey.

and

Hobart Bosworth in “Below the Surface"

a

who is now
B. H. S. musical
comedy, Ratcha Koo.
McReen s orchestra, in Chinese
costume,
will lender Chinese music. A
grand tall
will close the program. The
club room
of company F. will be used

17c., 28c.
TUESDAY

Chinese
the direction of

Heberling
the

Prices

$10.G1'
.0

Mrs, S. H. Payson, L ncolnville,
Mrs. John R. Waterman, Belfast,
Mrs. A. E. Ward, Searsport,
Mr. Andrew Ellis, Belfast,
Miss Ora Wade,
Miss S:e!la Gurney,

“LYING LIPS”

An important

all his

The folio,v.fiij were the winners in the contes1:
Mr. G;>r^e C. Carter, Brooks, .first,
Mr. S. M. Durost, Belfast, secon 1,

church officia-

and Mrs.

1

TSE BEST ?U5E T) m3E

1

departure. He has had several offers for his present store, which he plans

for children to
Cost no more I

Theodore Brockhouse,
spending the winter

j

n

i
!

been

paid

their

j

new

the

longest
least mending

are

•

Mrs.

have

bis note in any transaction. He
will take a long rest at his farm on lower

tier would keep
account of the

MONDAY

other mother, Mrs. Luce.Miss Dorothy Chamberlain of the city was a weekend guest of Miss Lucena Herrick.Mr,

The Public Health committee wish to
North Church Guild Chinatown
acknowledge the following recent gifts: ; Celebration. The Chinatown
fair, en$20 from Miss M. J. Otis; $10 from Mrs. tertaimnent and dance under
Charles H. Sargent of this city and
j ces of the North Church Guild will be
from Miss Sabin
Morey of Pasadena, held in the Armory next Tuesday afterCalif. It is encouraging to know that noon and evening. The hall will
be decformer Belfast friends are keeping in- orated a la oriental
by Orrin J. Dickey,
formed of the city’s needs and voluntari- Belfast’s professional
decorator, who represents a well known Boston firm,
ly assist.
In
The funeral of William A. Wood was the afternoon aprons, fancy articles, oriheld at his late home on Congress street ental goods, food,

good

j

COMEDY.

farmers,

young

sixteen months old.Mr. Frank
Beach has sold his farm in Northport to

Brooksville about 30 years ago and has
been one of the city’s most prosperous
and popular merchants. His word is as

I

Bride”

Harold Fletcher.
Mrs. Fred Leadbetter
south, remains about the spent the
week-end in Belfast, the guest

went

same.

taken to the home of I General Presson’s office that the name of
his company had been changed from F to
.hue, who will care for
K.. The regiment has been reorganized
1

hustling

bull,

the greater part of the time.
Mr.
Innes, on-account of whose ill health the

family

our

NEWS.

who came here last fajl from Pennsyl- 1
vania, has recently purchased from Wis- !
cousin parties, a thoroughbred Guernsey j

room

eiiiors

of

one

7.

SATURDAY

Miss Doris A. Roberts, a Belfast High
dealer, advertises the EsBradbury,
school graduate, who also graduated from
uility at a low price.
girls of the society are cordially invited
Hospital gives notice of the Springfield, Mass., Hospital in June, to
attend.
The boys are also requested
•k done.
1920, and is at preset assistant super- j
to attend the carpentry class in the veshas apples for sale,
visor of that hospital, last week passed
lvertises prices on made the Massachusetts board of examination try Saturday at 2 30 p. m.
j
SOUTH Belfast.
and is now a registered nurse.
Mr. Harold G. Tib1

BRIDE 13. No

chased cheaply. Later-when you
found out how CHEAP the article actually was-you had regrets.
You learned that the price you

They

man,|cmrae1n°inthe

“BIG HAPPINESS”

woman

You have often bought something
and been temporarily pleased by
the thought that you had pur-

you

DOUGLAS McLEAN in “JAIL BIRD”

month.

l he

The local board of registration closes
jts last session for the election next

Sliop are offering a big
us, dresses, etc., for Eas-

[

next

COLONIAL THEATRE

RUBBERS

Mrs, Clyde B. Holmes and Mrs. Sumner
C. Pattee have issued invitations to members of the Saturday Auction Club and a
few friends for a St. Patrick party at the
home of the former Thursday, March :7.

Edward Evans of Waldo, the Waldo
County Register of Deeds, has resigned

William L. Luce, who recently bough}
the Billings house on Elm street, moved
there Saturday from the Hills house on
His father, Charles D.
Miller street.

Mrs. Allen I,. Curtis entertained a fe w
friends Thursday evening at her home on
Congress street. A dialing dish lunch

as a member of the State Water Power
Commission and his resignation has been

accepted.

served at 7 p. m., when covers were
The evening was spent soThe gue sts
cially and with fancy work.
was

laid for six.

Luce, was taken to the Waldo County
Hospital last Wednesday for medical

Mrs. Harold S. McKeen, Mrs. ClarA. Paul, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, Mrs.
George C. Thompson and Mrs. Lynwood
were

treatment.

ence

A Correction.

To correct

misunderstanding in the last

issue

a

little
of the

Journal, I wish to say at the last meeting
of the Waldo County Veterans’ Association it was voted to postpone the meetings
until May.
We have received an invitation from Northern Light Grange at
White’s Corner to meet with them in
May and doubtless we shall accept. The
June meeting is in Morrill. After that
date we would only be too glad to meet
in Belfast with Thomas H. Marshall Post,
should they see fit to invite us. It would
be almost impossible to meet in Belfast
in April, with due respect to the boys in
We remain as ever the boys of
Belfast.
Waldo county.—A. Stinson, Sec’y.

B. Thompson.

;

A Sr. Patrick. Cotillion. The Junior class of Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee’s dancing school will have a St. Patrick. Cotillion party Saturday afternoon, March
19th. from 2 to 5 p. m. with music by
McKeen’s orchestra. The public is cordially invited and there will be a small
Elaborate preparations
admission fee.
are being made and it will he one of the
New dance
junior events of the season.
figures will be introduced and there will
be dainty and unique favors for the danboats, bal
cers, including shamrocks,
Mrs. Pattee’s Searsloons, slippers, etc.
port juniors will be special guests of the
Her Easter ball on March 30th
occasion
is already anticipated by the dancing

1 public.

WHEN RHEUMATISM
HITS YOU HARD!
JUoon’s Liniment

should be kept
handy for aches and pains

wait for a severe pain, an
a rheumatic twinge folexposure, a sdre muscle,
adatica, or lumbago to makfe you quit
work, when you should hake Sloan’s
Liniment handy to help cqrb it and
keep you active, and fit, and on the job?
Without rubbing, for it penetrates,
apply a bit today to the afflicted part.
Notethe gratifying, clean .prompt relief
that follows. Sloan’s Liniment couldn’t
keep its many thousands of lriends the
world over if it didn’t make good.
That’s worth remembering. All druggists—three sizes—the largest is the
most economical. 35c, 70c, <1.40.

ache,
WHY
lowing

STATE OF MAINE.
Copy of Official Ballot to be voted for in the several wards in the City of Belfast, March 14, 1921.
Penalty for willfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of candidates of specimen ballot—
FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED dollars fine.
CHARLES S. BICKFORD, City Clerk.
To vote a straight ticket, place a cross (X) in the square above the party group of candidates for whom you desire to vote; or omit the cross (X) in the large square above the party group and place a cross (X) in each one of the
small squares at the right of the names of the respective candidates in the party column.
To vote other than a straight ticket, omit the cross (X) in the large square at the head of the column and place
a cross (X) in the small square at the right of the names or such candidates as you wish to vote for in any of the
party columns. If the name of the candidate of your choice is not on the ballot, strike out the name under the designation of the office in any of the columns, write in the new name and place a cross (X) in the square at the right.

CITIZENS

_SPECIMEN BALLOTS_

IN—a—_
MICKIE SAYS I

Thomas S. Thompson
of Ward 5

p'RivisrmeE,

j
Norman M. Staples
of Ward 5
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CITIZENS

)

S

MUO \X

I

CITIZENS

For Mayor

For Alderman

1j

For Councilman

Ralph

W. Lothrop
of Ward 1

For Warden

men

folks are

in

worried

no

!

For Ward Clerk

To insure clean teeth, a
sweet, wholesome
breath and improved appetite for

|

|

breakfast,

For Ward Clerk

here
And taken The Journal more’n

lived

For Constable

For Constable

I---ii-——

-i

Into the theatre I quite often range.
1 go to church where the chorus is
grand,

The pastor is eloquent, they have a band.
Into legislative halls sometimes I stray
To learn about things and pass time
away,”
Barrows and ladders J. Googins is mak-

ing,
His sewing tables many are taking.
Paul Thomas, Don H. and Cora’s son

CITIZENS

the view of the mountains is

grand.
Helen Plaisted,
daughter,

Herbert

and

jAbbie’s

CITIZENS

CITIZENS

CITIZENS

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

Clement W. Wescott
of Ward 1

Clement W. Wescott
of Ward 1

clear
;
In sweetness, it would your old heart

For Alderman

on

a

view

of

beauty

Valorus A. Simmons
of Ward 2

and

charm.
Bert Me and Sade live on the old
Where pear and plum trees the

all
The

boys and girls that

we

|

Lynwood B. Thompson

[

of Ward 2

For Councilmen

Gardner W. Lane
of Ward 4

I

_|_

|

For School Committee

For School Committee

Marthon Doak
of Ward 4

Charles W. Jennys
|
of Ward 2|

_|

niain
That I’ll think I’m a barefoot boy1 again
Going down the lane for the cows at

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

taken possession.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Flye and daughter
Mr. and
Ruby of Freedom were guests of
Mrs. F. P. Webb Feb. 27th.
Mrs. Tannie Small returned to Waterweeks visit
ville, Feb. 21st, after a three
with her sister, Mrs, Jennie Webb.

Children Cry
FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

j

of Ward 2

|
For Constable

*

Twenty-Five
UNTIL MAY 1, 1921, we will
develop any size roll of film and
make one print from each good
negative for twenty-five cents.
Mail ’em.

____

For Constable

Tyler’s Photo Studio

VISITS OUTFR ISLANDS
Examination of the school children;

advice given as to sewage disposal
and general sanitation; and health talks
were made to the people, giving them
practical advice as to how to keep well
and stay Well.

made;

a

clinic at which examination of the people
was made and advice given as to whether

A school teacher is established on the
or surgical treatment was needed;
who is
and a series of general health talks were I island, according to Dr. Loughlin,
in the
features of a trip recently made by Dr. J. trained in health needs as well as
h the
W. Loughiin, District Health Officer of three R’s and her salary paid throu
and the Coast
the State Department of Health, to the Red Cross at Bar Harbor
health
a
Missionary Society. Also public
nr TclanHc r»fF Rar HnrVinr
Dr. Loughlin visited the island of French- nurse, Miss Christine Higgins, does duty
on the island of Frenchboro as well as
boro during the coldest snap of weather
Some of the
of the present winter and was enabled to elsewhere along the coast.
showed a keen interest in health
see the islanders under the worst con- people
ditions which might prevail, but found work and ready to co-operate in every
a
the conditions there no worse than in way. Dr. Loughlin next summer plans
all along the coast in company with
many other parts of the State less remote trip
the missionary. Rev. John McDonald.
from medical aid and health education.

medical

The health officer made the trip in zero
weather, having to stop over at Swan’s
Island because the harbor became frozen
over and finally going to Frenchboro on
the mail boat. The island has some hundred odd inhabitants who are without
medical attendance ard Dr. Loughlin.
found some most practical work to attend to in advising them as to their needs.
Inspection of the school children was

The islands, like many parts or rural

Maine, suffer from- lack of a resident
physician, which condition can scarcely

be remedied owing to their isolation and
the few inhabitants of each separate
group. Public health officials by means
of clinic, and instructions as to health
and sanitation are doing much to relieve
such conditions aa may in some places

along the coast exiat

MNSONIC TEMPLE,

ROOM

Telephone 223-3

I

Marcellus R. Knowlton
|
of Ward 2|

sight.”
_______i-

Mr. Nelson Harvey has sold his place
have
to Mr. Ellis of Boston and they

George O. Lord

Calvin H. Monroe
of Ward 4

For Constable

night
in
Calling, co-boss, co-boss, till they’re

sey.

Dr. A. M. Lothrop
DENTIST

CENTS

so

Mr. F. Porter Webb lost a valuable cow
recently.
Mrs. Donald Thayer and daughter were
24th.
guests of Mrs. Alice Dickey Feb.
has
who
btjen in
Mr. H. E. Harrington
BoBton on business, has returned heme.
Mr. R. F. Gray has sold the William
Seekins place to a party from New Jer-

Belfast

DENTIST

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

*

OAK HILL, Swanville.

George F. May hew
of Ward 4

Lorenzo E. McMahan
of Ward 2

And we our evening prayer had said,
Mother would tuck us in our trundle bed.

Tell all these things and make ’em

City

Dr. W. C. Stephenson

I

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

1

the ish we

away

-;g

<

Colonial Theatre Bui

I

Arthur Higgins
of Ward 4

For School Committee

caught
Were better, by far, than any we bought.
Tell of the old home at close of daif
When the dishes were washed slid put

FOR

|

For Councilmen

of Ward 2

And when our side beat how we .would

yell

Walter G. Hatch
of Ward 4

Virgil L. Hall

i
brick
And served the master many a trick,
How we played ball by Hazeltine's hotel

How in eld Quanta

5

—

used to know

In our happy schooldays of long ago,
When we went to the schoolhouse of

S. Heal
of Ward 2

Amasa

For Councilman

place,
Orchard

grace.
Now to us there comes a pleading call,
"Please tell us about the neighbors and

All pers<

demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for s<
ment,
and all indebted
thereto are requesT-;
make payment immediately.
CLEMENT W. Wfc
Belfast, Me., Feb 8, 1921,

are

WHEREAS,

the Farrar

farm

Commanding

the law directs.

m
;n

Notice of Foreclosure

For Alderman

For-Alderman

cheer.

The Coombs family live

as

j,

Special Notice

.—.—

--

A student in Belfast High, you,1 oughter
Hear her sing, her voice is birdlike and

bonds

hr.-!
an

EXECUTORS' NOTICE.
The sul
r?
hereby give notice that they have neer. luiy
in
executors
the
State
of
<U
appointed
the last will and testament of
ROBERT APTHOP BOIT, late of
the
of
State of Massachusetts, deceased. A > s
You are hereby uotified that t e BOARD OF having demands against the estate
REGISTRATION will be in session to revise | deceased are desired to present the
and correct the VOTING LISTS of the City of j settlement and all indebted there!
Belfast on the ten secular days prior to the quested to make payment immediat
fourteenth day of March. A.D 1921. Said Board | authorized agent, Samuel Titcomb,
of Registration will be in session fromnine in Street, Augusta, Maine.
the forenoon to one o’clock in the afternoon,
Amoky Elliott, Mandate
j
and from three to five o’clock in the afternoon,
Philip Cabot, Boston, Mass
and from seven to nine o’clock in the after
Moses Williams, Needham
noon, on first eight of eaid days, to receive
February 8, 1921
evidence touching the qualifications of voters i
therein and to revise and correct the voting |
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE
lists, and on the last two of said secular days, j scriber hereby gives notice that si
to verify the co-rectness of said lists and to
duly appointed administratrix of tin
complete and close up its records of said ses j
ABBIE E. GREENLAW, iate of I
sions. And on the last of said secular days, at !
five o’clock in the afternoon, certified copies in the
county of Waldo, deceased,
of said votincr lists shall be delivered to the
bonds as the law directs. All pe:Clerk of said City of Belfast and a receipt taken
demands against the estate of swi-:
therefor, except that on the last of said days are desired to present the same t
devoted to registration and on the last of said
ment, and all indebted thereto an
days devoted to the records as above, the ses
to make payment immediately.
sions of the Board shall close at five o’clock in
EULALIA < GRE1
the afternoon, but no name shall be added to
Belfast, Me., Feb, 8, 1921—3wb*
or stricken from said lists after five o’clock in
the afternoon of the last of said days devoted
to registration as above.
WM. A. MASON, Chairman,
Board of Registration of the City of Belfast.
Belfast, Maine, January 3/ 1921.
We wish to inform the put)
are doing business all the time
wish to buy or sell real estate
we would be pleased to talk w)'
E. A. STROUT Farm
Alonzo Seeking of Searsport in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
ROY C. FISH, Local Ma:
dated
the seventeenth
by his mortgage deed,
Room
Block, b
A.
and
2,
Odd,Fellows’
of
D.
recorded
in
1920,
day
August
tft7
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 334, Page 292,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
parcel of real estate, situate in Belfast in the
County of Waldo ar.d State of Maine, and
bounded as follows: Bounded northerly by
land formerly of one Dr. Leonard; easterly by
land of Arthur Ritchie; southerly by land formerly of John C. Howard; and westerly by
land formerly of Mary J. Seeking, containing
eight seres, more or less, and being the same
real estate conveyed to the said Alonzo SeekTELEPHONE 336-3
ins by Mary E. Libby and otht rs by their deed
of warranty dated September 30. 1898, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 263, Page
67; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage
B. O. NORTON
dam
Dated February 22, 1921—3w9

of

WARD FOUR

WARD TWO

Is master of the grange, “A number one.”
owns the old
ClemenJ stand,

an

CHARLES B. SAMPSON, late of
in the County of Waldo, deceased,

Druggist

Name....
Address..

last will

To the Voters

thirty

True Moody

at your

NOTICE.-The subscriber
he bee beer Ju!y

ment of

SEND SAMPLE TUBE FREE

For Constable

Walter J. Clifford
of Ward 1|

year.”

Where

The

THE ANTIDOLOR MFG. CO.
99 Main St.. Springville, N. Y.

For Constable

From the Nutmeg State a reader writes,
"I’m a busy man taking in the sights
And attending this fine State Grange,

EXECUTOR’S

hereby gives notice that
appointed executor of the

flavor is
delirious with
twang that grips
leaving the mouth cool
id refreshed after using

For Ward Cleric

a_

“I have

says:

Probate Notices

A BOON
TO THE SMOKER

Charles A. Townsend
of Ward 1j

And so they worry, of course.

Albert Thompson

For Warden

30c and 60c

No shoemaker to tap their old shoes,
They have to buy new (if they choose,)
No blacksmith to shoe ox or horse,

|
■-T-

barber can they

find,

|

Everett A. Nickerson
of ward 5

3j

Of Ward 3

|

|

For Constable

|

D.

Henry D. Clark

L.

For Ward Clerk

mind,
In this whole town

For Ward Clerk

5j

For Warden

For Warden

Colcord
of Ward 1|

quite

For Councilmen

For School Committee

Shute
of Ward

Thomas

SEARSMONT.

Walter R. Achron
of Ward 5

Otto B. Vaughan
of Ward

For School Committee

For School Committee

GMPUS

Edwin

John B. Darling
j
of Ward 31

Donald S. Hall
of Ward 3|

For School Committee

|

For Warden

|

_of

John P. Sylvester
of Ward 1

Sv&h

|
|

Herbert J. Kimball
Ward 3

Ralph H. Howes
of Ward 1

For School Committee

Fred Tompkins
of Ward 5

For Councllmen

For Councilmen

]^

5j

For Alderman

Dexter T. Clements
of Ward 3

Maurice W. Lord
of Ward

|

Pattershall
Ralph
of Ward
W.

f
1

For Alderman

-For Alderman

of Ward 1

CITIZENS
For Mayor

Clement W. Wescott
of Ward 1

Clement W. Wescott
of Ward 1

;

CITIZENS &
For Mayor

For Mayor

Ralph L. Cooper

Our

)

For Councllmen

:-*-v-

MeasRi a reum ruvsncns vk
NEWSPAPER Carrs VCTV1DA UARDENSCM
ao VOAOCUCERS bCMX
EOtUER. UIVA |
wweu.
©Jrh

i

j
|

For Alderman

Liniment

[

j

Clement W. Wescott
of Ward 1

ploa

✓—"

CITIZENS

For Mayor

WARD THREE

WARD ONE

1

WARD FIVE

| Mrs. L. W. Newcomb

If

a

public

man

wishes to feel he has

made a success of his career he wants a

375 Main Street,
MAINE.

ROCKLAND,

Mail orders solicited.

tf2

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds
Furniture and^ piano u
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at
corner of Main and Cross street:
will receive prompt attention

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLA7.0 &
126 Waldo Avenue.

1

S'
:

House for Sai<

trotting.horse named after him. That’s
at Belfast—5 rccm h< >
about the only way he can feel certain
factory, Apply to
he has attained the requisite speed in
STOP PAYING RENT
A. F. LOK1
Springfield, Mass.—In a letter sent to life. Whether the new public women
W. NewAnd make same apply to your own home. We
Dr. J. F. True & Co., Mr. L.
Box 154, Canidtn
will want this recognition or not remains offer a fine cottage house pleasantly located
comb of 139 Cambridge St., writes: “I to be
within five minutes to postoffice and factory,
seen; but our first woman conhow I am ;
six rooms, good lot of land, fine cellar, stable,
am writing to let you know
Jeanette Rankin, has already veranda, running water, good neighbors, fine
1
gressman,
getting along. I have taken two large obtained it. A fast three-year-old filly view of Penobscot Bay, on easy payment plan.
and
This is a bargain you should not pass. This
size bottles of your Dr. True’s Elixir
has been named after her.
This colt
is offered less than cost and is in fine
than before
am feeling 100 percent better
j will trot a mile in 2.06, so this congress- propert
repeir. For particulars apply to Dickeyfor
it
I
do
taking
continue
using. I will
woman, who, it seems, a few years ago Knowlton Real Estate Co.» Belfast, Maine.
Fire, Liability, Aulomob
3w8
not have the pain that I had before, and at least, was first in the hearts of her
the
BLOCK.
PYTHIAN
snow tells me I
countrymen out in Montana, ought to be
my wife and every one I
content with her speed record. Tbis
FARMS
WANTED
circles
are
The deep
am looking better.
item is not intended to indict MiBs Ranall gon e from under my eyes. No more kin as "fast” in the general acceptation FOR EARLY SPRING SALES-We have ofa
list of customers waiting for all kinds
I of the term—one has too good an opinion j long
hospitals for me.”
T
farms, large and small; send us full descripof
the
*
of
her
me
for
as
evidence
rue's
that—but
i
V‘
ur.
unxir,
"T /l
tion in first letter, so that we can bring the
*“*7
natu’and Worm Expeller has benefitted thou* degree of appreciation awarded her.
right purchaser on our first trip. Apply to
d
few
Orrin J. Dickey, Real Estate and Insurance,
sands upon thousands of sufferers from
Hair R
8w8
Belfast, Maine
iftdye. *
coustipation, nervousness, poor appetite,
ranauii\r
indigestion, insomnia and worms. Over
fluffy,
fi8 years a favorite because it is pleasant
Pair
Hose
beautiful, Sv
Cotton
Three
FOR FLETCHER’S
'or VI cents by Xho Mildred Louis,
to take, works iust right—no harmful
Boston* Mass
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.
drugs. Don’t bp without it.

Through with Hosoitais

ORRIN J.

Dlckn

Insurance

<

GRAY HA

Children Cry

CASTORIA

Heavy

i

_■

■—■———

HUMPHREYS'

.m,nent Veterinary of Dover

Suffered

Torture* for

Twelve Year*

<c°py

for This Department
the American Legion New. Supplied
Service )

>ji vT IVES”and“Sootha Salva”
finally Brought Relief

"

VETERANS’

Dover, N. H.
began

I

memorial to

fighting men of ail Amerithe city of Hoquiam, Wash.,
lias added to its architectural attractions a well-constructed and artistic
edifice. The erection of the home was
made possible by
the activities of
members of the American Legion,
can wars,

again and I would
doge of suffering. My
lily across the knuckles,
puffed and swollen I

k out

United

Spanish War Veterans
Grand Army of tire Republic.

it three months ago I

read

headaches.
“I gradually grew

vere

ad. of ‘Fruit*
a person being cured
Eczema by using this
s.iotha Salva’. 1 bought
bout a week, noticed an
I have now used two
lit a-lives’ and one of
and am entirely free
My flesh is clear and
..ii that gratifed with
an

After I recovered from the attack I
off than ever.
“I had been hearing a lot about Tanlac
and I am certainly glad I tried it, for now
my appetite is just splendid and I am
eating three good meals every day. The
stomach trouble has all disappeared and
my digestion was never better in my life.
was worse

I

I

am

my blood has been purified and my
complexion has cleared up. I have gained
nine pounds in weight and now have my
usual strength and energy.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. G. Glid en, Freedom; S, M.
Grant, Sandypoint, and by the leading

druggists
the

proclaim too
of these remedies”.

in every town.

growth of the automo
BILE.

The growth of the automobile, according to oilicial figures from the State

j

House, shows that

the Pine Tree State
has advanced with the rest of the Union

sold at 50c. a
>. At ah dealers or
by FRUIT-A-T1VES
are

by hops, skips ana jumps—mostly jumps.
From the cranky gas wagon of yesterday to the mechanically perfect twin-six
I of today has been a scant fifteen years.
During tnat time the obstinate, perfidious,
yet wholly indispensible whiz-buggy has,

'ENSBURO. N Y,
m

not troubled any more with head-

aches;

'i,ZEND AM, D. V. M.

rs

until one day

Real Estate

|

Ns.
FOR
1* Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic. Crying Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coutfha, Colds, Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia
0. Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion,Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Ecaema. Eruptions.
18. Rheumatism, Lumbago
10. Fever and Aloe. Malaria
17. Plies, Blind. Bleeding. Internal. Externe
10. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head
20, Whooptnd Courfh
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Dlaorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat. Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grlppa
For sale by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO
Corner William and inn Streets. New York

STATE OF MAINE

die.

1 cannot
.s

worse

long ago I had an acute attack of indigestion and I thought I was going to
not

and

Tlie building Is a three-story structure, in the downtown district.
The
ground floor will be occupied by a

any obstetrical work
■

MEMORIAL

With the recent completion of the
American Veterans’ building, a war

Id go for several months
le and then the Eczema

,,

“Tanlac has beqn of such great benefit
to me that my mother is now taking it
and with splendid results, too,” said Mrs.
Margaret Munson of 163 Washington
Ave., Portland, Me.
“For more than a year I had been suffering with a bad rase of indigestion and
I was simply in miserable health. I never
touched a bite of anything for breakfast
and what I ate at other times was the
lightest kind of food. Gas would form
on my stomach and bloat me
up terribly
and give me awful pains and cramps.
My blood was thin and my complexion
was bad.
I was subject to frequent se-

Washington.

spread. The second
is so badly afflicted I;
r w ork. I would keep
d up at night to prevent
my flesh while asleep.
: reds of dollars in seeking

I

by

Men of Three Wars Identified
With Home Erected in
Hoquiam,

It started on my face

wasn

PARTIAL UST
MRS. MUNSUN WAS SO GREATLY
BENEFITED BY TANLAC HER
MOTHER IS TAKING IT.

Fighting

to be troubled

y

fl'T'

WAR

Private Sparks, on guard, probably
t looking when the general panted
nearby; anyway, he failed to aalutal
Something terrible was due to happen to
Private Sparks.
“Colonel,” the general said, “the man
on post 7 failed to salute me.
See that
he is severely reprimanded!”
“Yes, sirl” replied the colonel, and
when he chanced upon th; captain, said:
"The man on post 7 failed to salute the
general this morning. See that he is severely reprimanded.”
“Lieutenant,” the captaiu said, some
time later, “Private Sparks failed to salute the general today. See that he is
severely reprimanded!”
“Yes, sir!” responded the lieutenant,
and when he encountered the first sergeant that evening told him:
“Private Spirka failed to salute the
general this morning. You will severely
reprimand him!”
“Yes, air’" responded the sergeant, and
when he came across Private Sparks he
said:
here, you pie-faced mutt, you
let Old Ironback go by this
morning
without throwing him a kiss, and it near
broke his little heart. Let me catch you
doing anything like that again and I’ll
make you wash back of your ears and
take away your chewing gum!”—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

The fall list of Dp. Humphreys* Remedies for
internal end external use, meets the needs of
families for nearly every ailment from Infancy
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys* Manual
inailed free.

AMERICAN
LEGION®

in one form or another, wormed its way
>4 transfers of real estate
into the hearts and pocketbooks of reu
1
Waldo
County
Registry
p
Veterans’ Building at Hoqulam, Wash.
spected citizens of Maine to the tune of
e week ending March
3,
many thousands of dollars.
It has been
bank and on the other floors are a
directly responsible for the $1118,755.50
large rest room, a lodge and ball-room which was dropped into the coffers of the
iw,Winterport, t.o Charles and a ladles’ rest room.
State Treasurer during the year 1920.
land in Winterport.
From the year 1905, during which the
Among the speakers at the formal
iiker, Belfast, to Melvin
automobile
law went into
-rville, '.lass.; land and dedication of the memorial was effect, officialregistration
figures shov. that registraRobert A. LeRoux, field organizer of
Belfast.
siCvtions have increased practically 12 huneenwood, Skowhegan, to national headquarters of the Legion. dred per cent in 15 years The total reg| istrations in 1905
Brooks; land in Brooks.
being 1,414, and the to
Brooks, to Charles Guy LEGION MEMBERS AID POLICE tal compiled for 1920 being 143,673. This
total is derived from different classificastanding trees in Brooks,
rawlord, Burnham, to Ed- Former Service Men In Various Cities tions as shown in the loliowing list:
Year of 1920.
vford, do.; land and buildLend Assistance in Combating
pin B irnham.
Private Registrations,
Crime Wave.
55,395
ealey, Northport, to Joel P.
Operator's licenses,
78,539
Truck registrations,
tud and standing trees in
7,512
In conformity with the stum! for
Motorcycle registration,
1,566
law and order which the American
Dealer’s
637
licenses,
rvey, Morrill, to Frank C.
Legion
thousands
takes,
of
LegionMotorcycle
24
land and buildings in
dealers,
naires are assisting the police in combating the crime wave, which has
Total,
143,673
ne, Trov, to F. H. Whitemenaced life and property in larger
That’s quite a story in itself, but listen
mty; land in Troy.
to
cities
thi
all
In
over
15
those
the
years
respected citicountry, according
Morrill, to Robie Mears, [
zens have dug down into their
to reports received at Legion national
jeans and
Morrill.
,;ian:
hauled
forth exactly $3,670,257.78 over
headquarters.
U
intliaker, Searsraont, to
three and one-half million dollars.
Once
New York department headquarters
Morrill; land in Morrill and
started in 1905 the receipts rose each
j
promptly offered to put 5.000 veterans year like an army
plane taking the air
on the streets to assist the
police when and with just as much rapidity.
lowle, Bangor, to Harold
Brewer; land and buildings the orgy of murder and robbery was
at Its height, while
A MIUDLb CLASS UNION.
during the Christ■vster, Camden, to Eugene ians season a number of Legion memFrom The Bache Review.
bers aided in eliminating
;i.nt; land in Belmont.
holdups In
It is a question whether the organizathe shopping district by
itine
as

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

February 24, 1921
Taken this 24th day of February, 1921. on
execution dated the 81st day of January, 1921,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Superior
Court for the County of Penobscot, at the
term tb >reof begun and held on the first Tuesday of January. 1921, to wit, on the 29th day
of January. 1921, in favor of T, R. Savage
Company, of Bangor, in the County of Penobscot and State of Maine, against the Sandy
Point Shipbuilding Corporation, of Stockton
Springs, in said County of Waldo, for two
hundred eighty five dollars and thirty-one
cents ($285.31) debt or damage, and eleven
dollars and fifteen cents ($17.16) costs of suit,
and will be sold at public auction at Sandy
Point Shipbuilding Corp. office in said Stock
ton Springs, to the highest bidder on the
4th day of April, 1921, at ten o’clock in the
orenoon the following described real estate
nd all the right, title and interest which the
said Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation has
and had in and to tne same on the 25th day of
October, 1920, the date when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
Stockton Springs and bounded and described
as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake in the
west line of Robert French Road
(so-c^led)
and in the south line of Jewett Ginn’s land;
thence westerly by said Ginn’s land, and land
of Augusta M. French and Lucinda Harriman,
one hundred and sixty-six (166) rods, to a
stake in the east line of Henry B, Heath’s
land; thence southeasterly by said Heath’s
land forty-seven (47) rods to land of Robert
French’s heirs; thence easterly by said Robert
French's heirs land one hundred and fortythree (143) rods to said Robert French Road;
thence northerly by west line of said road
thirty seven (37) rods and eleven (11) links
to place of beginning, containing thirty-six
(36) acres more or less, together with the
buildings thereon.
WILLARD M. BERRY.
Deputy Sheriff

■

Moody, Searsmont,
Thomas, Belmont; land in

serving

guards in large retail stores and
wholesale houses.
c h,
Five hundred St. Louis Legionnaires
Northport, to William
; land and
buildings in assisted the police In patroling the
city and rounding up suspicious chardark, Monroe, to William acters. At St. Paul. Minn., the servlaud and buildings in
ices of Legion members were volun] teered in the formation of a series of
.innore, Belfast, to George network patrols.
: and buildings in Belfast.
Legion leaders explained that their
Mrlntire, Belfast, to Man- organization in volunteering the servdo.; land and buildings in ices of its members for
maintaining
ln\v and order did not
Imply that the
aiker, Belfast, to Oriana police were
Inefficient, but that there
; land and
buildings in was recognition that an
abnormal situation existed under which the Legion
iayhew, Belfast, to George was pledged to act if it
wished to live
'and in Belfast.
up to the principles of its constitution.
14s, Belfast, to William L.
and buildings in Belfast,

IS LEADER IN AMERICANISM

ton, Liberty, to Albert F.
1 in Liberty.
■'
nods, Belfast, to Earl A.
lorrili; land and buildings

Philip

hitaker et als., Unity, to !
nney,

P

do.;

land and build-

tehouse, Unity, to Carrie
horndike; land in Unity.
Warren, et al., Peabody,
ra
E. Farrow, Rockport;

R. Bangs of Grand
Forks, N. D.
Also Vice Commander of His
State Department.

j-

One of the leaders In
Americanism
In the Northwest is Philip R.
Bancs
of Grand Forks,
N. D., who was

elected vice
mander

boro.

iufcr,-,,;,

bummarily Dismissed.
ho has been deputy colleclevenue, in charge of the

v

on

which income tax

been in the revenue serfirst under Co lector
oral deputy, and later lotime in Waterville and
I,ce
his transfer to the
"ei his duties
have called
us parts of
Knox, Lincoln
uniies
He has impressed
Ihe office as a
singularly
capable official, whose
u
easing manners have won
>

scout

in the

intelligence

sec-

a

He was
wounded by shell
ire in the right shoulder during the
trgonne-Meuse offensive.
Mr. Bangs was adjutant of the Legion post at Grand Forks, state chairman of the Americanism committee,
and a member of the national Americanism commission of the Legion. A
of the law department of the
University of North Dakota. Mr. Bangs
if now engaged in the practice of Inw
ifi Grand Forks.
overseas.

graduate

Proposed Oregon Law.
The option of a $2,000 farm or
home loan or cash compensation at
the rate of $15 a month of service for
Oregon veterans of the World war
will be granted, if a bill sponsored by
the Legion in the state legislature is
passed.

NORTH MONTVILLE

111

taxpayers. Republicant
alike share in the regres
""nient has seen fit to diss

'ns
1

I:
.,

Si.'i.,

*'

and

Especially

tiled. Wednesday, Thurs- I
ie will be in
Camden,and
March 15th he will be in
j
an office at
the Thorn-I

Vi.v

i,'"Hi

American Legion.
As a doughboy

il who has Proven

It k.n

ti.r,

the

tion of the Thir-

1

i.

of

t.v-flfth
division,
Mr. Bangs served

ict, since Sept. 1, 1819, reoITtce, and no longer has
lion wi<h the department,
irons to whom he had alii assistance, Mr. Perry
this vicinity until March

l,J

the

PERRY RETIRED.

*

t

partment

wes, Belfast, to James H.
and and buildings in North-

en!i

,,

of

North Dakota de-

nnells, Searsport, to Milton
mville; land in Frankfort.
1

com-

services.
tibets has been trying to
,'"e department ever since
Mr. Perry. The matup with the Commissioner
"■•■Hue in
Washington, who
1
Perry be retained in the
I that "it was
not the infartment to drop an offi1
as
Deputy Collector Per‘‘

has evidently aken
[} el)!,etts
lhe situation,” said Mr.

Will Walker is boarding at Thomas
Thompson’s.
Mr. Martin Whitten and son Baxter
was in Belfast recently.
W. D. Bowler visited his brother, L. A.
in Palermo last Sunday.

Bowler,

Mr. M. E. Busher and Mrs. Emma
Busher visited at J. W. Nutter’s Sunday.
Miss Nora Wiggin is staying with her
aunt, Mrs. Joe Bartlett, in Freedom for
a while.
Miss Roberta Wiggin and Miss Myrtle
Penney visited friends in Bangor recently.

tion of the great middle class

who are

feeling the burden of economic conditions
more severely than any
others, would
not be a great advantage.
A small minority, well organized, can inflict its s:lfish requirements on a great majority
which is not organized.
Ex-Senator
Depew, in an address to the Merchants’
Association, said: “No section, no class,
no occupation,
can prevent the movements in the other occupations from exercising their functions, and the only way
to stop that is to have a new union of
the middle-class men of this country and
the middle-class women of this country,
who constitute 80

90 per cent of our
a union
which shall declare that all classes must
be treated fairly and squarely, justly and
or

population, and let them form

Quincy,

union would be more forcible in
checking unlawful strikes than any power of government.
It is always difficult
to protect the public through representation on
commissions or committees.
Such an organization of the middle class
would not only represent; it would be the
real public and would stand for public
rights, like a wall of adamant. No out
law minority could ever hope to put over
anarchistic propaganda with such a union
in active existence.
The right to strike is considered by the
laboring man as sacred, and so it seems
to have been estimated by the majority
of Congress. But when a strike means
taking a nation by its throat and starving
it or freezing it to death, the public
rignt becomes more sacred than that of
the individual.

in

which the chief character

was

sup-

new

interest

centers

about

Move

Out YV hen
Moves In.

1

No stomach dosing. Hyomei is made
chiefly of oil of eucalyptus taken from
the eucalyptus forests of inland Australia, and combined with other excellent
antiseptics.
In inland Australia the atmosphere is so
impregnated with balsam thrown out by
the eucalyptus trees that germs do not
thrive, and in consequence coughs, colds
catarrh and other nose and throat afflictions are practically unknown.
Breathe Hyomei and get the same
pleasant,germ killing effect as you would
get in the eucalyptus forests.
Hvomei is sold by A A. Howes & Co.
and druggists everywhere on a guarantee
of satisfaction or money refunded

MI-O'NA
Ends indigestion

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching and all stomach disease
or money back.
Large box of tablets
at all druggists in all towns.

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $] .00 at Bert L. Davis’.

19,280
12,067

Deposit Company

of

day

66

of

3w7

t

and discounts, including

Equity

this

mortgage

in

Admitted Assets.$12,457,704
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 2,161.194
Unearned Premiums.
3.644.762
All other Liabilities.
1,627,683
Cash Capital.
3,000.000
over
all
Liabilities. 2,124.064
Surplus

42 I

Tel. 61-3

Piano

McKEEN,
MAINE.
41tf

Assets December 31, 1920.

Notice

Gross assets.$4,268,842 30
Deduct items not admitted.
198,025 91

Unearned premiums. 1,760 461
All other liabilities.
83.311
Cash capital. 1,000.000
Surplus over liabilities. 947,315

TO NOTIFY- the public
that I have sold my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
STREET, or gone out cf business
I am now
as has been reported.
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from,

1WISH

03
14
00

51

Total liabilities and surpl.us.$4,060,816 39
3w8

STORMY WEATHER
Hakes many colds,
chills, fevers and

Don’t

(pMINTOL
neumonia.
a

cold,
jar of
a

but

A. S.

in the house and it
will nrevent serious
colds and pneumonia. .Don’t dose and
upset the stomach with internal remedies, but simply apply MINTOL at
night and your cold will be gone in the
morning. It’s inexpensive.

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane

Chiropractor
59

High Street.

•

HEAL,

Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine

H. W. ALLEN

Co., sole proprietor, P. O.
1103, City Hall Station, New York.
on
each box.
signature
Pharmacal

Room I and 2

Box

See

Telephone 125

For Sale

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,

1 Coon Skin Fur Coat, as good as new.
X o'eigli, newly painted and in first class

condition.
tf7
Apply to J. H. CILLEY, City

Masonic temple. Room 6,

--■

338-2

Pills

In

Red and (told

«netau£\Vy

B boxes, sealed with Bios Ribbon. V/
other. Bsyefyob ▼
1 Take

rBBBR/sisfisS^SI&3I
Always

Discovered at last.

Boaetone applied night and morniny
works wonders when used in oon~
nection with 5 grainTonoiiue Tablets.
Boaetone is pot up in 60c, $1.00 and
$2JS0 Jars. American Proprietary
Syndicate, Malden 48, Mass.

years known as Best. CJest,

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose

jI

$1 per pair

’jg2

149

9^ ^

21 866 63
g 49
177 565 29

$495,188 4s

at Bert L. Davis’

1

-.

PENDLETON,

•)

“THE GOOD BOOK”
About Seeds, Agricultural
Implements, Etc.

Free for the Asking
Based on over 60 years* experience:
have listed 176 pages of the most
desirable items for farm, garden and
field. This book will come in handy
You'll
many times the year round.
always be referring to it. If your copy
has not been received, Write or Tele«
phone. Remember it’s free.
we

KENDALL & WHITNEY. Portland. Maine.

If s high time you selected your K&W seeds.

For Sale—The Nelson Farm
AT NORTHPORT, with a large amount of standing wood and lumber and an
dditionil six acres of young growth.
All persons are forbidden to trespass on this farm, to cut or carry away any
trees, shrubs or lumber in defiance of the law.
3m53
For information apply to
DICKEY-KNOWLTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY, Belfast, Maine

[Kiirrh^Coidmth
CASCARA EP QUININE
for

and

'OjMW'

Neglected Colds
Take

no

chances.

Keep this

standard

are

La Grippe

Dangerous

remedy handy for

the first

sneeze.

Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
—

Rt^aha

SOLD BY DRUGGY EOTikiMIEtt1

■■

A. B

40
K

15 r^3 gg
gg

.,

Colds, Coughs

Residence at 45 High Street.
Telephone

jgg 34
47,097 50

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss;
I, W. R. Blodgett, C ashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W R. BLODGETT. Cashier.
L
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28th day of February. 1921.
J. H SULLIVAN, Notary Public.
[seal]
Correct. Attest: B, F. COLCORD,
)
D. C. NICHOLS.
v Directors.

assets.$4,060,816 39

Liabilities December 31, 1920.
unpaid losses..$ 269.728 71

g 491 79

959 95

The amount of money loaned ON CALL OR DEMAND, by this bank on bond
and stock
collateral, in New York City, including both loans mad directly to borrowers and those
through its New York correspondents, on the d te of this report w »s none.
The amount of money loaned ON TIME, by this bank on bond and stock
collateral, in New
York City, including both loans made directly to borrowers and those
through its N w York
correspondents, on the date of this report was none.
Aggregate amount of salaries or compensation paid by this hank to Chairman of Board
(if any). President, Vice Presidents, Cashier, and Assistant Cashiers for month of January
1921, $141.67; Annual pay of all these officers at January, 1921 rate of pay, $1700; number of
these officers on date of this report was 2.
Aggregate amount of salaries or compensation paid to all other employees of the bank
for month of January, 1921, $79 83; Annual pay of these employees on ba^is of January, 1921
rate of pay, $948; number of these employees on date of thi3 report was 2.

Licensed Embalmer

BELFAST,

Cts

59 999 99
25 000 00

Individual deposits subject to check...
Total demand deposits (other.than bank deposits) subject to reserve:$149,098 61
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or subject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than money borrowed).
Postal savings deposit.
Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve...$ 199,440 41

Undertaker

Phone 126-4.

Stocks and bonds.$3,634,267 92
Cash in office and bank.
144.377 99
Agents' balances.
424.887 98
Interest and rents.
45,531 22
All other assets.
9,777 19

Dollars.

Cashier’s checks on own bank outstanding.
Total of Items. 15,966 83
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days):

W L. COOK

LLOYD D.

4o

Of the total loans and discounts shown above, the amount on which interest and discou11*
was charged at rates in excess of those permitted by law (Sec. 5197, Rev. Stafc
) (exclusive of
notes upon which total charge not to exceed 50 cents was m»de) was none, Tne nu nber of
such loans was none.

Tuning
and Repairing

Mercantile Insurance .Company of
America
76 Widiam Street, New York, IN. Y.

j g3^ gg

T"41*1.-

Expert

_3w8

^ 232 72
2 600 00

...

j

The

4 000 00
400 00
2 260 00
16 999 99
29 450 06

$495,i83

Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
or credited in advance of
maturity and
not earned (approximate).
Circulating notes outstanding.
Net amount due to banks, bankers ana trust companies in the United
States and foreign countries...

00
25

Liabilities and Surplus....$12.457,704 42
WILLIAM L, LUCE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

G00 00

3945305

Interest and discount collected

License 377.

Total

4

banking house.'

16*09

2*260 00

Undivided, profits...$ 9,368 41

KEEP BUSY

Belfast, Maine.

549 j

93

202

'.pital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.

fourteenth

—^

38

46
33

128,751 84

LIABILITIES.

Gross Assets.$12,834,209 57
Deduct items net admitted.
376,505 15

neglect

Dollars. Cts.

rediscounts.$128,162 84

..,

helps; 52 years in business; 20,000,000
users of our products.
Write for information where you can get territory. J.
R. WATKINS CO., Dept. Ill,
Winona,
Minnesota.
4w7

Maryland

1921.

Tutal.

WALTER F. CONDON.
his Attorney,

BUSY,

February 21,

Furniture and fixtures.
Real estate owned other than banking house...
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.,.
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks.
Total of Items....
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank and
other cash items.*.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer..
Interest earned but not collected—approximate--on Notts arid Bills
Receivable nut past due

Is your job unsafe? Is it permanent?
You want a life-long business. You can
get into such a business, selling more
than 137 Watkins products direct to farmers if you own auto or team or can get
one, if you can give bond with personal
! sureties. We back you with big
selling

December 31, 1920
i
Real Estate.$ 2,437.638 E6
Loans
9,500
00
Mortgage
Collateral Loans
133,021 91
6 856,993 59
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in Office and Bank. 1,831.996 45
Agents' Balances. 1,467,947 56
Bills Receivable
None f
Interest and Rents.
5,812 74 |
AH other Assets.
91,398 76

have

on

',J

Total bonds, securities, etc., other than U. S.*'
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (60 per cent of subscription)..,
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered.

C

Bangor, Maine,
February. A D, 1921.

GET

Baltimore, Maryland

'/

*

so.

Assets

Net

J

Maine, at the dose of

Total loans. $123 752 84
Foreign Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with indorsement of this bank.
U. S. Government Securities owned.
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value). 50 000 00
Pledged to secure postal savings deposits (par value)....
1 000 00
Owned and unpledged..
42 * 540 10
Total U. S. Government securities..
Other Bonds, securities, etc.:
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks,) owned and
unpledged. 197,224 59
Collateral Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not less than
ONE YEAR nor more than THREE YEARS’ time.
4 * 937 59

By C, P. CONNERS,

68 j
46

liabilities and surplus.$1,114,270 43
James Pattee & Sju, Agents, Belfast.
3w8

the

Hyomei

Loans

same.

Dated at

16,513 25

Total

story.

Catarrh Germs

978,191

*"

Admitted

in the State of

business

claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and
gives this notice for the purpose of foreclosing

Gross assets. .$1,114,270 43
Liabilities December 31, 1920,
Net unpaid losses. $
7,0o3 64
Unearned premiums.
3G9.925 44
All other liabilities.
5,651 64
Surplus over all liabilities.
731,659 81

posed to be modeled after Hon. Percival
P. Baxter, recently elevated to the chair
of Maine’s chief executive.
Because of

this,

Searsport,

don

Agents* balance.
Interest and rei.ts.

a

Some few months ago Holman Day
published a novel, “All Wool Morrison,”

At

Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the conditions thereof, the said Walter F. Conthe

District No. 1

REPORT of the condition of the

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK

and

61,21V 48
27,000(0

II
II

Reserve
NO. *««

whereas, the said Fred Ellingwood by
his assignment dated December 21, A.D. 1920.
and recorded in said Penobscot Registry of
Deeds, Vol 923, Page 60. and recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book
341, Page
217, sold, assigned, transferred and conveyed
said mortgage deed and the notes, debt and
claim thereby secured and all his
right, title
and interest in the premises therein described
to the undersigned, Walter F. Condon of Dixmont, County of Penobscot, State of Maine,
Whereas the conditions of said
been broken and still remain

J

Prescription

Liniment 1

Anodyne

jj

JJ

JJ
JJ
ff

for INTERNAL and EXTERNAL treatment.
TODAY,
after 100 years of continuous use it has a nation-wide

for coughs, colds, sore throats, cramps,
chills, sprains,
strains and many other aches and ills,—grippe and

II

I

Doctor

181® ®r* Johnson fonnd the demand for his services so
that he invented his famous household liniment

His Famous

If

ter.
And

Mass.

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

righteously.”
Such

Jf

Family

widespread

JJ

Penobscot, State of Maine, said William A.
being described in said mortgage as of
Monroe, in tbs County of Waldo, State of
Maine, the following described real estate,
viz:—
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon standing and described in
deed from Lorenzo Porter to Lizzie A. Porter,
dated May 9, 1896, and recorded in Penobscot
Registry of Deeds. Vol. 706, Page 81, being
same premises conveyed to William A. Condon; this day by the said Lizzie A Porter.
Also another parcel of land situated in Monroe, County of Waldo, State of Maine, for full
description see deed from Lorenzo Porter to
Lizzie A. Porter dated August 6, 1904, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol 273,
Page 383, the same being conveyed to William
A. Condon this day by the said Lizzie A. Por-

Assets December 31, 1920.

&

JJ
JJ

The Old

Condon

Company,

Mortgage loans.$

Fidelity

JJ

157HEREAS, William A. Condon, late of
**
Dixmont, in the County of Penobscot
and State of Maine, in hie life-time
by hie
mortgage deed dated October 6. A. D. 1905,
said mortgage being recorded in the Penobscot Registry of Deeds, Book 755,
Page 306,
and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of
Deeds, Book 342, Page 1. conveyed to Fred
Ellingwood of Newburgh, in the County of

have

Quincy

J

Notice of foreclosure

--

Mutual tire Insurance

*

AWFUL FATE OP PRIVATE SPARKS

in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill's.

Quinine

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

Colonial Theatre

SEARSPORT

UNIIY.

Food for Energy

TO-DAY
Douglas MacLean, formerly a co-star
with Doris May, but now elevated to the
Mrs. Renfrew returned to Thomaston ; ranks of single stardom by Thomas H.
Saturday after spending a few days in j Ince, appears today in The Jailbird,”
I an original photoplay by Julien Josephtown.
I son. This offering is a brisk and joyous
Mrs. George Smith suffered a severe | comedy which is admirably balanced
shock Sunday morning and her condition j with a thread of homely philosophy
!
It takes up the case of Shakespeare
is considered critical.
Miss

Mabel

Griffin

is at the Waldo

County Hospital for medical treatment

At the regular meeting of Knyvetta
Rebekah Lodge held Thursday evening

j

Clancy,

alias

“The

Kid,”

who

Cod-liver oil energizes and creates a
buttress of strength
that fortifies me
whole body.

finding

that he has six months to serve, breaks
jail on visitors’ day by changing bis unithe degrees of the order were conferred form for that of the warden’s and walking out with the mob. A chance arrives
Several songs were for him to inherit some
upon one candidate.
property in a dis
sung by Albert Kane. About thirty mem- tant village—said property consisting of
bers were present and a pleasant evening a mortgaged printing plant and a small
sum of money.
enjoyed by all.
With his prison pal, he conceives the
At the last regular meeting of Anchor plan to mulct the inhabitants out of their
Chapter, O. E, S., the work for the de- money by promoting a fake oil stock.
He
drills into a vacant lot, part of
grees of the order was rehearsed and
the estate and with the earnings of the
Mrs. Calvin Stinson was appointed chairvillagers is about to decamp when they
man of the refreshment committee for
run
after him and declare the well is
the next meeting at which two candidates gushing oil. The jailbird has a change
of heart after taking the savings of a
will be received.
young girl interested in him and he promMrs. Frank Curtis entertained the ises to come back after being absent for
six months. He is determined to serve
White Elephant Club Wednesday after- out his
jail sentence and re-enters on>
noon at her home on West Main street.
visitors’ day. The picture carries a great
deal
Mrs. H. G Curtis and Mrs. John Frame I
of interesting touches and is well
held a tie score and cut for the first prize. j acted by a competent cast.
Mrs. J. W. Black received the consolaton
prize. Light refreshments were served by
the hostess at the close of the game.
Mr. and
tained

a

Mrs. Wilbur Blodgett enterfew friends at dinner and auction

invited to enter the dining room

were,

handsomely decorated and
the guests found their places by clever
place cards with hits appropriate to each
was

guest.

In

spite

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamlin recently
visitors in Hallowell.

Manley Waning and family moved
Tuesday from Clinton, and will occupy
Virginia Foster, who has been confined
by illness for over a week, returned Tuesday to Coburn Classical Inat home

stitute.

your

j

upon

B. A.

Pays

Scott Jk Bowne,Bloomfield, N. J.
ALSO MAKERS OF —

Farnum in High C lass Drama.
Noted Screen Acgar Star of “Big Happiness,” His First Ko. ertson-Cole Film.

or

Granules)

20-30sk.

Capt. O.

liOR’S
A.

ford, Conn.,

a

Wade

Mil LS,
called to Hart-

was

last week to take charge of

his barge.
The school children will give an enter'
hall Thursday evening,

tainment at the

and several
congratulatory cards, notes,
etc. A line treat of
candy and cigars was

She’s welcome in all households
Wherever she may go;
She shares our comforts and our
joys,
Our sorrow and our woe.

given by Mr. Hartshorn. A
picnic sup
per was served and a
short musical program was given. All sang
“God be with

j

Whene’er a supper is the plan,
A "chowder” or a “stew,”’
They alw-ays called on Laura,
She’ll make a good one, tooj

Thos H. Jnce

presents "Lying Lips"
with. House Peters and Florence Vidor

service was
used,
the bride wore a
becoming gown
of blue georgette and blue hat
with gray
crown.
She was accompanied
by her
Bister, also a bride of a few

Those who know thd Uanfdian spirit of Albert H. Kimball, who

j
hospitality,

I

of colonial camaraderie and
the festive atmosphere of a real “Ca,
nuck”
homestead entertainment
will
rnoje tfian appreeigte the scenes of a Ca-

wore a

f

TO DEATH
GOLDMEDAL

CASTOR IA
The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
in good health. Id thres sizes, all

represented,

oa

RETAIL PRICE

“Where shall I invest my money—in
remote State, to build that State
or AT HOME, to build Maine?”
some

If a sound,
Maine 6l°7o net

solid, secure, State of
hydro-electric security
please send the coupon

interests you,
and learn more about Central Maine
Power Company 7% Preferred Stock
The price is $107.50 a share.

MARKET

RETAIL

35a38 Lime,
2 20
18a32 Oats,
70
95 Oat Meal,
5
Cracked corn.
95 Onions,
5
Com meal,
95 Oil, kerosene, 22a23
40 Pollock,
10
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
2 25 Pork,
21
25
8
Cranberries,
Rye meal,
Clover seed,
00 Shorts,
2 00
10
12 50a 15 00 Sugar,
Flour,
H. G. seed,
0 00 Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25
19 Sweet potatoes, 12
Lard,

Central Maine Power
W. J. Burns, Care Central Maine Power Co.,
AUGUSTA, MAINE

SHAW.
and Mrs.

In Belfast, March 8, to

Perley Shaw,

a

erwT

km

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Felch have returnGuilford, after a visit with her sister, Mrs. Albert Wilbor, and family.

Mr

son.

MARRIED.

Name_

Dyer-Slipp.

In Belfast, March 7, by
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Raymond B.
Dyer and Emma J. Slipp, both of Bel-

jr— 3-io-’2i

Address_

fast.

|

DIED.

,

COBE. In Brookline, Mass.,Feb. 28, Eva
Cobe, beloved wife of the late Mark H.

Cobe.
Funeral sei vices at the Ohabei
Shalon Chapel, Wadsworth street, East
Boston, Wednesday, March 2, at 11 a. m.
GlLKEY. In Islesboro, March 4, Lincoln N Gilkey, aged 61 years
Thomas. In Islesboro March 5, Mrs.
Margaret B. Thomas, aged 60 years.
Wood
In Belfast, March 5, Isaac
Alonzo Wood, aged 79 years, 6 months
and 3 days.

pair

per

To the

)

popular DilO MINI]

All New

Formosa—Mixed

Crop—Delicious

a

tremendous and

Vicinity

finely selected stock—satisfaction is

Our dresses range in price from $15jOO
to $250.00, and we have from five to
six hundred from which to select.

ments being fresh when received, paying expressage both ways. Parcel Post
has made it possible for 'us to do a
much larger business in this tine than

TEA
—

Belfast and

of

We send our garments out in wardrobe
trunks, steamer trunks and leather oid
cases, packed perfectly to insure gar-

FOR THIS BLEND

Ceylon

you from
motto.

us serve
our

j

People

who shop by mail and cannot find at home just the
thing wanted and send to
cities where the stocks are larger and more varied—to these we make this
appeal. We are prepared to fill your orders and would appreciate vety much a
trial order. Why? Because in the past two years our out of town and
out
of State business has increased to such an extent that we have a
special department ana special help to look after this end of our business. When you
want, or ever think you want, a fur or fur garment, coat, suit or dress, or
anything else in the ready to wear line, write us stating somewhere as nearly
as possible what you wish to pay, and without any obligation or
expense whatsoever to you, we will fill your order as nearly to your liking as we are able—
you will be repaid for the lc or 2c postage expended. Even if you do not fine!
what you want, you will know much better by seeing the merchandise than bv
selecting from a picture catalogue. We are well enough known throughout
New England to assure you that when we send you merchandise, it is as nearly right in style and quality as it is possibly to procure. We are dailv receiving new merchandise. The prices must be right—you are the judge. Lei

Davis’

at tfert L.

Flavor

ever

Very special are our evening dresses
and dinner gowns. Our first showing
of spring apparel is now ou exhibition

before.

OR

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

DICO BLEND

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

COFFEE
Selected

American

South

Sold in the bean and ground

order,

It retains the

Coffees.to

your

original flavor.

Honor Tty Fate anil

Tty|

U. S. Branch
London Guarantee & Accident

Uniforn for Sale

Co., Ltd

Chicago, Illinois.
Assets December 31, 1920.
17,000 00
Mortgage loans.$
625 00
Collateral loans.
13,131,914 44
Stocks and bonds..
760,941 26
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances.. 3.621.320 26
610.34212
Bills receivable.
224,696 49
Interest and rents.

Knights Templar uniform in
—new—at much reduced pri
,o

....

Gross assets.

TO BE SHOWN AT

Churned

I I
fiom the -KlIO
■ W ■
WWW
Best
__

ID.

5

pounds

RICE, fancy

for

DEINSLOW HALL,

Sold
tothc
BeJt

$1.45

STOCKTON SPRINGS,

Saturday, March, 12, 1921
Afternoon at 2, Evening 7.30,

3 lbs. 24c

•

FEATURING

3 lbs. 18c

PEANS,
COCOA, bulk,
Roasted Peanuts,

qts.

20c

A

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTION

WANTED
|*-ALL

OIuTaNDV PRICES

REDUCED

DIRECT IiPORTING CD.
“Benefit Store”
ia Main St.,

Belfast, Maine

Deduct items not admitted.

A situation as Housekeeper or Nurse,
E or particulars apply at No. 3 Com*
m

ercial Street, Belfast. Maine.

Notice
If you feel run down at the heel, drop
We also renew your
in and be righted.
sole while you wait. Parcel Post work
promptly returned.

DAVIS’ SHOE HOSPITAL,
75 High St., Belfast, Me.
lwlOp

$18,366,838 67
1,666 803 08

Admitted asset?..$16,700,035 49
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses.$ 8,982 797 98
Unearned premiums. 4,328,732 40
1 436,594 97
All other liabilities..—.
Voluntary additional reserve for
700/00 00
contingencies.
500,000 00
Cash capital, deposit.
14
751,910
liabilities.
Surplus over
Total liabilities aud surplus.$16,700,036 49
HwlO

Dorothy Phillips

lb. 15c
2

ed to

Mrs. Arthur G. Wylie of Boston arrived Saturday for a few days’ visit with
her parents, Mr. And Mrs. O. E. Frost.
Mr. Frost also arrived Saturday from a
few days’ business trip in Boston and vicinity.

Company
Belfast, Representative,

COUPONCentral Maine Power Company,
Augusta, Maine.
Please send me information about
your security as an investment for
Maine people.

bORN

I he

brown

SQUEEZED

Grid M«d«l

PRODUCER

$25 00
Hay,
03
Hides,
25
Lamb,
Lambskinst, 25a 35
20
Mutton,
60
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
16
15
00a20
00
Straw,
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
20
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 30
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,
Corn,

The groom is the only son of Mr
and Mrs. George B. Dyer and is at
present in charge of the meat
department at

—

boom

j
I

75a 100
6
Beans, pea,
11
Beans, y. e.,
50a
55
butter,
12al3
Beef, sides,
12
Beef, f. q.,
36
Cheese,
40
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
06
35
Duck,
*
E gs,
34
35
Fowl,
32
Geese,

gown.

nadian fat. florae1' which ;; amoiifi the the Belfast Fafmers’ Union and his bride
feain^es of Lying Lips,” Thomas H. Iir- Is the daughter of George L. Slipp and is
1
ce’s big Associated Producers, Inc. spe- employed in the bookkeeping department
which comes to the Colonial Theatre of
The City National Bank and after
Elmer Cunningham has returned to j(cial
on Monday.
their wedding trip will continue her duBangor.
The living room is built from handf
t |
1
logs. The rafters are festooned ties. They will make their home at the
Mrs L. B. Nickerson is gireatly im. hewn
with boughs of pine and fir.
In the spa- Dyer residence on Belmont
avenue.
proved.
(
j cious
fireplace, which stretches across an They left at noon
Wednesday fora trip
<
crackle
Mrs. W. N. Briggs is confirjed to the entire
end
of
the
enormous
room,
j
including visits in Portland, Boston and
house with a severe cold in her throat i logs.
Mass.
The
Lawrence,
bride's going
and
ranchers
Hard
handed
foresters,
s
and head.
irosy-cheeked, vivacious out-of-door girls,
away gown was a stylish blue suit. Mrs.
i
who have
1
Mrs. Matt.2 Moore of Belfast and and white-haired pioneers
Dyer went directly to the home of Miss
spent their lives in the Dominion mingle
Katherine Kittredge, who was hostess of
daughter, Mrs. Raphnel Leaviti, former-- in
j
a revel of wholesome merriment,
a
i
that contrasts strangely with the a shower supposed to be for the future
iy of Portsmouth, N. "H., are guests of revel
fashionable society affairs of blase Lon- brides of the City National Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Moore.
clerks,
don which follow later in the story.
the others being Miss Katherine Gurney
Mrs. Isaac McKeen, who has been in
and Miss Annie Nickerson. All the
Belfast for several weeks for treatment
TUESDAY.
on her right hand, is greatly improved
other lady clerks of the bank were presand is expected home this week.
comes ent and the hours Were
When “Below the Surface”
spent with sewyou will see Hobart BosMr. W. N. Briggs caught 131 smelts next
ing for the special guests and with tellJworth,Tuesday
than whom there is no better acand two trout in Swan Lake in two days tor on the
their fortunes. Refreshments were
screen, in a vivid love story of ing
recently. The smelts he kindly distrib- the sea. You will look upon under-water served from the
dining table with its
uted among his friends.
You
heroes and under-world “sharks
place cards of brides, etc. The gifts
Comet Grange will hold its next meet- will be fascinated with a father’s love bore
cards from all the bank’s working
ing March 19th, when the 1st and 2d de- 1I for a wilful son, a boy’s love for an unforce and consisted of a hand painted
gree will be conferred on thrre candi- worthy woman, a girl’s love that waits
A day session was held :last Sat- and wins when tne storm of passions boudoir electric light, mounted on a madates.
It is a picture of tremendous ac- il ogany
urday, twenty-six were present, includ- ends.
stand; Miss Gurney received a
Some of its startling scenes dising visitors and chiluren. A nice dinner tion.
silver casserole; Miss Nickerson, an eightclose a fog, a wreck and rescue. And to
was served and a fine program rendered.
give it heart interest small town charm day mahogany clock.
At the town meeting Monday, March
is exploited.
The most exciting sub-sea
14th, the ladies of Comet Grange will events are declared to be the most vivid
SANDYP01NT
serve a dinner at 25 cents per plate, conand picturesque ever presented in a phosisting of baked beans, hot coffee, bread,
Don’t fail to see this pulsating
toplay.
doughnuts and pies. The grange will fur- drama.
Several from here attended the dance
nish the bread, coffee and sugar as usual.
at the village March 4th.
1
one
outside
of
the
Any
grange wishing to
WEDNESDAY
contribute food may do so.
Mrs. James Clifford and little son left
“The Untamed,” the latest picture in
Tuesday for Boston, after a visit here.
which Tom Mix, the Fox star appears is
J. B. Stone of Hampden is the guest of
considered the most thrilling and the best
dramatically that the star has done since Fred Black and family at this writing.
his career on the screen. In his supportThe travelling is very bad in this vicining cast Mr. Mix has Pauline Starke, a
star in her own right, as hading woman; ity—such as we generally have in April.
George Seigmann, who was seen in D.
The interior of the B. & A. Station
«
W. Griffith’s "The Hearts of the World,”
been cleaned and varnishWhen the body begins to stiffen Charles K. French, a well Known charac- here has lately
ed.
inknown
the
best
of
and
some
ter
man;
and movement becomes painful if
of Western types working beWeBt
Mrs. Charles Barrows from
is usually an indication that the terpreters
fore the camera. The story deals with a Hampden is here for a few days with her
order.
are
of
out
Keep
kidneys
cow-puncher’s endeavors to prove him- parents, H. M. Griffin and wife.
these organs healthy by taking self worthy of the hand of a wealty ranch
Master Allard Blanchard was in Stockowner’s daughter who has adopted him.
ton two days last week for a visit with
his sister, Mrs. Irving Merrithew.

ksak for lb*

bush,

per

i

sat*1"1 SPECIALS

months, Mrs.

j

And now I’ll close my story
Before it gets too long;
Perhaps in nineteen twenty-two
111 sing another
song.

as

Apples,

PAID

Raymond B. Dver and Miss Emma
J.
were married at the
Unitarian parsonage Monday evening
by Rev. Arthur
E. Wilson.
The ceremony took
piac^ at
80 clock and the single
ring

But Laura has but one in four,
So time she does not fear,
j

Guaranteed

accounts.

Slipp

Most of us poor mortals
Have a birthday every year;

druggists.

MARKET

j

Either Maine will grow, as a result
of having developed water power
READY— or else some other State will
So ask yourself this question
grow.
so vital to the future of Maine:

on

DYER-SLIPp

A secret let me whisper
i
She never can grow old,
For she was born on Leap T
ear,
1 he story is soon told.

keep

PRODUCE

$1

till we meet again.”
The young
Coiks played games until a late
hour.

comes to aprons
She ever has an ey-e;
For patterns new and spilfy
She cuts them on the
sly.

SWANVILUb;

Interest

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose

you

And-when it

Per Cent

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

INDIGESTION
I

2

checking

Ki-moIDS

Dustin

Manager

vitality, take

Scott’s Emulsion.

(Tablets

Fogg,

!

Maine would lose money, wouldn’t it?
Yet just that might some day
happen
unless the investors of Maine get behind the power companies of Maine
with their investment money.

UNITY BRANCH

1

important industry

an

wanted to come to Maine, and
applied to Maine power companies and
the power companies said, “You’ll
have to go to some other State—we
haven’t the -power available. ”

Citizen of
Maine

best possible form.
If winter is claim-

'ing its toll

CUPPOSE

A Question
for Every

the south part of L. P. Foster’s bouse.

of bad traveling and stormy
the 17th. There will be a box lunch.
large crowd attended the basMr. and Mrs. John A. Hartshorn celeket ball game between Searsport High
brated their golden wedding March 4th
school and Brewer High’s Rovers. Though
at Benevolent Hall.
They were married
a very one-sided
SATURDAY
game the plays were
March 4, 187i, Mrs. Hartshorn being forEileen Percy Coining in New Fox Comedy.
clean and the Brewer team proved them
merly Miss Bertha Wade of Lincolnville.
Eileen Percy is coming to town in her
selves good losers.
Following the game
Mr. Hartshorn was a resident of Belfast
newest William
Fox
screen comedy,
was a subscription dance.
Music by Mcwhich bears the interesting title, “Be- and they have resided here the most of
Keen’s orchestra.
Punch was served ware of the Bride,” announced as the the time since their
marriage.
There
during the evening by iMrs. Charles featured attraction for next Saturday. were about 125 guests present from MorAdams and Mrs. Elizabeth Whittier. Miss Percy’s popularity took a skyward rill, Waldo, Lincolnville and
Belfast at
direction when she was seen recently in
McKeen’s orchestra, always good, fairly
“The Husband Hunter.” If “Beware of the reception. Their relatives were their
outplayed themselves and made even the the Bride” can draw as many hearty daughter and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Delmost dignified feel merry.
laughs as the other production, picture bert Rolerson and
children, Helen, Madefans are facing some fine entertainment.
line and Leroy; Mrs. Hartshorn’s niece
The Ladies’Guild of tile Congregation a
“Beware of the Bride” is from the pen
Church met at the Service Rooms Tues- of Edgar Franklin, one of the cleverest and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Foss
Kankin;
day, Merch 1st. The first part of the writers of farce comedy, and beautiful Mr. Hartshorn’s niece, Mrs. O A. Wade;
Mi<s Fercy is said to have made a side- his
afternoon was given up to the usual rounephews and wives, Mr. and Mrs.
splitter out of her new picture, under the
tine of the organization. The last of the Jirection of Howard M.
Henry Wentworth, Mr and Mrs. Horace
Mitchell.
afternoon was given up to celebrating
Wentworth and Oscar
Wentworth; Mrthe birthday of Mrs. Laura Closson, one
Lester A. Wilson presented the gifts
MONDAY
in a
of the Guild’s most active and popular
pleasing manner, after which Mr. and
Mrs. Hartshorn very
members. Mrs. F. B. Smith, assisted byfeelingly thanked
their friends
Mrs. Ralph Mortland, served dainty reThey received $55 from
freshments and a wonderful birthday
relatives and friends, $12 50
being in
cake. Mrs. W. H. Goodell gave a whistgold, a pair of nice towels from Mr. and
Mrs. Percy S. Edgcomb of
ling solo and the following poem, comBelfast; pair
of embroidered towels from
posed for the occasion by Mrs. Harriet
Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Toolhaker of
Roulstone, was read by Mrs. J. D. SweetBelfast; 50 golden
ser:
bride roses and lilies of the
valley from
their son, George Allison
If you’ve ever lived in Searsport
of
Hartshorn,
Of Laura you must have
heard;
Cromwell, Conn.; beautiful pink carnaPen cannot do her justice
tions frcm Mrs. Essie P. Carle of
Nor even spoken word.
Belfast
weather

short

is cod-liver oil in its

tKIUAY

his appearance in his first production
under the Robertson-Cole management
in a masterly adaptation of the book,
“Big Happiness,” by “Pan,” the famous
English novelist.
In this rather remarkable photoplay,
according to the reviewers, the scenes of
which are laid in Switzerland, London,
Paris and New York, Farnum is seen as a
wealthy society man and as an idler and
£ waster.

is at home for a

were

scorn
EMULSION

Dustin Farnum, the most recent of the
Friday evening at their home on West popular movie idols to be added to the
Main street. Promptly at 6.30 the guests Robertson-Cole list of stars, will make

The table

Mary Fowler
visit.

Male

help

Is your job unsafe?
Uet busy, keep busy.
You want a life-long busiIs it permanent?
a business, sellsuch
into
You
can
ness.
get
ing more than 137 Watkins products direct to
farmers if you own auto or, team or can get
one; if you are unler 50 aud can give bond

personal sureties. We back you with big
selling helps; 62 years in business; 20,000.(00
Write for information
users of our product.
where you can get territory.' J. R. WATKINS
CO.. Department 111, Winona. Minn. 4tl0p
with

TO LET
A furnished room in a desir.
able and central location. Inquire at The Journal office.

t

ORRIN J. DICK
Belfas

j

Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance
Montpelier, Vermont.

v

Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Real estate...
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balance ana accrued asst1!5'
ments.

Interest and rents.
All other Assets.
Gross Assets
Deduct items not adn

itted

.0
....

I

4

Admitted Assets
Liabilities L)ec. 31, 19~
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities
Surplus over all Liabilities

f
|

....

Total

Liabilities and Surplus
3wl0

|

Three Pair Heavy Cotton H<for $1.00 at Bert L
EXECUTOR’S

NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that
printed executor of the

,!■

The

he hap hf
last will

,,
«

ment of
i"
JANE W. FERGUSON, late of
•'
County of Waldo, deceased.
bonds aa the law directs. All perse
demands against the estate of ssi *•
for
are desired to present the sstne
and all indebted thereto are requested
in the

payment immediately.

/

ALFRED M. hEBu1
Belfast, Me., February 8. 1921.
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